I. INTRODUCTION
1.1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE IIISTORY OF CN¿OÔ
This work is a study of philosophy and aesthetics on the notion of waåi in the
of Tea, chadô.In the following, in order to understand the historical background and context of this study, a sr¡mmary of the history of Tea is introduced.r This historical overview as an introduction, focuses on the MwomachiMomoyama (1393-1602) period, the period of the Great Tea Masters Shukô, Jô-ô
and Rikyû. To consider, in any detail, the historical development of the aesthetics
of Tea beyond the limie of this period would broaden the scope of investigation
far beyond my purpose. However, in order to explain the subject of this study, the
philosophical and aesthetic aspects of wabi in the Way of Tea, some later sources

Japanese Way

(dated after 1602) have been seen as essential to the study.
People had been drinking tea long before 772 when the 8th-centur¡' Chinese

wrote the Classic of Tea, Chakyô (* #3F which contains
information on the origins of tea' the tea utensils and on the etiquette of drinking,
preparing and senring tea. According to Chaþô, tea came from Southern countries, and belongs to the camellia family. The first references to tea-drinking in
Japanese records date to the early Heian period (794-1185) when Saichô (767822), Kûkai (774-835) and other Buddhist monks went to China to study. The
priest Eichfi (743-816), who studied Sanron (Mâdhyamilca) Buddhism in China
and lived there for more than thirty years, brought tea back to Japan. The emperor
of Japan at that time, Emperor Saga (r. 810-823), was highly interested in things
Chinese: civilisation in general, customs, manners, poetry and, of cou¡se, tea,
sage, Rilcu'u

(E ¡¡),

which he was served by Eichû during the imperial excursion to Lake Biqa. Thereafter, tea was sewed at imperial banquets, poetry gatherings and after Buddhist
ceremonies. Emperor Saga even had a tea garden built inside the imperial palace
for the use of the nobility.
The summary is based on the studies of Murai Yasuhiko, A Brief Hßtory of Tea in Japan in
Chanoyu: the Urasenke Tradition (1988) and Herbert Plutschow, Hßtorical Chanoyu
(1986). See Murai 1988, pp.3-35. For fi¡rther information on the history of Tea see, for
example, Sadfer 1962 (Cha-no-yu: The Japanese Tea Ceremony): Kuwata 1958 (Nihon
Chadô Shi); Kuwata 1987 (Chadô no Rekishí); Kumakura 1990 (Chanoyu no Rekishi: Sen
no RilEti made);Tanaka and Tanaka 1998 (The Tea Ceremony); Sen 1998 (I7æ Japanese
llay of Tea: From íts Origins in China to Sen Riþi).
z

Chakyô inCKZ I, pp. 3-118. See the original classical Chinese version with Japanese
translation and some comments on the texl- See also Sen 1998, pp. l-30.
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when the Heian aristocracy lost interest in tea, the habit of drinking tea
continued among the Buddhist monks for its medical properties and alertness in
meditation. The priest Eison (1201-1290) ftom saidaiji temple served rea while
ravelling on the Tôkaidô road to Kamakura fying to cure the sick by means of
tea. Eison is considered the first to introduce tea to ordinary people.3 He was also

the first to serve tea to a large public gathering in l28l for the celebration of
deliverance from the Mongol invasion. This event, called ùhanori, still takes
place at The Saidaiji temple in Nara.a
The custom of drinking tea varied during each chinese dynasty: the Tang
dynasty preferred dancha tea balls, the song dynasty prefened the powdered te4
roasted green tea called, sencha in Japanese.
A new era in tea culture sta¡ted when the priest Eisai (l l4l-1215), the founder of
Rinzai zen in Japan, introduced powdered tea (matcha) to Japan. Eisai wrote the
two-volume treatise Kissa YôjôkL 'Preservation of Health Through Drinking Tea',
and it is said that he presented a copy to the shogun Minamoto no sanetomo
(1192-1219) in order to cure his hangovers with tea. Eisai brought some tea seeds

*ùile the Ming dynasty favoured the

from china and presented them to a temple in the northern part of Kyûshû. In
1207 he met the priest Myôe (1173-1232), who, like Eisai, was a rypical medieval
eclectic trying to unite va¡ious Buddhist teachings,s and gave him some seeds
for planting tea at his temple, Kôzanji, in the hills Northwest of Kyôto. Myôe is
said to have established ten virtues oftea and had them inscribed on a tea kettle,
which a¡e as follows: Tea has the blessing of all deities. It promotes filial piety
and drives away evil spirits. Tea banishes drowsiness and keeps the five intemal
organs in harmony. It wards offdiseases and strengthens friendship. In addition, it
disciplines body and mind and destroys all passions, but gives a peacefrrl death.ó
Myôe is said have passed tea seeds to the powerful Konoe clan, who planted them
in their lands in Uji, South-east of Kyôto, which established the famous Uji tea,

highly esteemed even today, in Japan.
Once the cultivation of tea and the custom of drinking was established in
Japan, two more factors from the Zen tradition contributed to the development of
chanoyu, Tea as an Art: one is the Tea etiquette, sarei, and the other the Tea taste,

chasukí (the style of serving tea and selection of the utensils used). The Tea
etiquette is based on the monastic codes observed in Chinese temples. Tllre Zen
priest Dôgen7 çt200-tZSl), who conveyed the .Sófó school to Japan, wrote what

3
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Plut.hoo' 198ó, p. 50. Eison also started the custom of serving tea to the Shintô deiry
Hachiman, a protector of .Saidaiji temple and this ceremonial service takes place.
S.n 1998, pp. 80-82.
Plut""hot" 198ó, p.42; Sen 1998,pp.75-78.

Plutr.hot, 1986, p. 43. According to Plutschow, these attributes clearly reveal traces of
various traditions: Shinto, Confrrcianism, Taoism and Buddhism. He also sees them as a
testimony to the cultural and religious eclecticism typical ofttre feudal period (l 185-1868).
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was probably the first monastic code in Japan called Eihei Shingi. Dôgen was so
impressed by the use of ceremonial tea in Chinese 7-en temples that he made this
custom one of the strictly regulated ceremonial events in monasteries. The Tea
taste at that time was based on the Chinses style of the formal tea service at the
Zen temples. Ceremonies involved Chinese scrolls of the porraits and calligraphy
of high priests, monochrome ink landscapes infr¡sed with Zen spint, tenmoht tea
bowls and other ceremonial articles. The tea gatherings, as well as the wakø
gatherings, took place in the large banquet halls (called kaishô) of the villas and
palatial residences. Early Muromachi penod tatami mats came into use as wall-towall coverings as did the custom of displaying Chinese art objects in the tolconoma. This new way of serving tea was called shoin style of chanoyu.
The shoin style of Tea became especially popular among the warrior class
and Ashikaga shoguns who had shown a great interest in collecting famous pieces
of Chinese Art. Collecting Íeasures from the continent became so extensive that
connoisseur attendants called dôbôshûwerc needed to take care ofevaluating the

paintings and art objects imported ûom China. The dôbôshû were in charge of the
displaying of the objects in a proper way. Those entrusted with such cultural
affairs were, in general, artistically talented and discriminating men who were also
on intimate terms with the shogunate.s They were allowed to add the suffix ani
(from Amida) to their names, such as Nôami (1397-1471), Geiami (1431-1485),
and Sôami (lM5?-1525). This suffrx often appea¡s in the names of the famous Nó
dramatists, such as Kanami (1333-1384) and Zeami (1363-1443?) who both en-

joyed Ashikaga Yoshimitsu favour.
7

It is noted that there is no direct connection between Te4 chadô, and Dôgen who was Sdld
school of Zen Master, since Tea, chadô, is usually connected with the Ri¡uai school of Zen.
However, later in Chapter 2 t shall cite some of Dôgen's texts to show that ideas similar to
those in Tea were also taught by Dôgen earlier. Even though there might not have been any
¡nteraction between different schools, these ciations suggest that some of the central themes
in Zen or in Tea were quite commonly recognised by the literati and cultural circles in the
times of Shukô, Jô-ô and Riþrû. According to another theory, Dôgen would have even
studied under lklq¡û, but there is not enough evidence 10 support this claim. Ikþú, on the
other hand, did not leave behind written teachings that could be used here. See Matsunaga
and Matsunaga 197 6, pp. 230-231, 233-235.

I

Varley 1986, pp. ll0-lll. See also Matsunaga and Matsunaga 1976, p. 134; Plutschow
1986, pp. 62-64. According to Matsunag4 the suffix ami derives ñom the'Jiskî Ani
Culture'which has its roots in the early l5th century. The founder of the school was the
monk Ippen (1239-1289), and he called his groupTrsåú (7i school). Tbey were originally
wandering monks, but by the l5th century they had received protection from the Ashikaga
government, which founded temples, and in return for the Ashikaga shogunate, they started
to perform rituals for the peace and prosperity ofthe nation. They held an important cultural
role during the Muromachi period. In addition, dôbóshús were attired as Buddhist priests
and, were probably members of the Jishú. Plutschow remarks that dóbôshtûs were mostly
men of the lower classes and had to enter the priesthood in order to s€rvc shoguns so
intimately.

4
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rn shoin style of chanoyu, tea was prepared in an adjoining area and carried
into the ¡oom where tea was served by the dôbôshú or servant. T"lte Kissa ôrai
(a letter on tea-drinking from the l4th century) contains a description of tea
serving in rvhich the tea was prepared in the room on a small brazier. In the large
shoín style of tea-rooms, t\f,ro, three, or even five chinese hangrng scrolls were
displayed with many other famous chinese pieces of art, such as chinese celadon
and old bronze flower vases and tenmoku tea bowls. In front of the scrolls, a set
of three tables, for incense, flowers and candle, was placed as they we¡e in the
temples for Buddhist ceremonies. This style was called shoin chashiW no ftazari
and the feeling and atmosphere in these gatherings was quite lu:<urious.e
By the l4th century tea \¡as no longer the privilege of the nobilþ, clergy,

and the wa¡rior-class aristocracy, but became popular enteriainment in renga
gatherings where linked-verse was recited and tea-tasting competitions (tôcha)
occuned. The purpose of the competitions was simila¡ to that of wine-tasting: to
identiff tea from different growing a¡eas. Eventually, to make these occasions
complete social events, they were accompanied by food., salæ, songs and dance
with music and even gambling. with these tea contests (called chayoriai), tea
began to loose its reputation as a medicinal herb and it became a vehicle of entertainment, much like the game of backgammon.lo
According to Yamanoue sôjiki, Nôami's srudent, shukô (1423-rs02) is said
to be 'the Founder of Tea', Shulcô kaisan (*!t ffi ilJ).tl He is said to have been
bom in Na¡a and known by the birth name Murata Mokuichi Kengyô, which
refers to a layman who hained carpenters. This suggests that Shukô may have
been the chief of the carpenters atthe Tôdaiji in Nara. At the age of ten, he entered
the priesthood and became a monk of shômyôji temple, which was connected to
Kôfulctlji temple in Nara. There he took the Buddhist name Shukô. Supposedly, he
left this temple at the age of twenty because he neglected his priestly duties and
was not attentive. One reason for retiring may be that meditative practices and

scholarly reading had

a soporific effect upon him.r2 After leaving

Shômyôji,

9 Ku^. 1985, pp. lG2E. For furttrer information, see also Kuwata 1987, pp. 22-23, and
l0
ll

t2

Nanpôroku, pp. E5-105. ln Nanpôrola4 the book called Såoi¡t also contains illustrations on
the shoin style of decoration.
Sen 1998, pp. 89-l 15. Sen explains in detail the cou¡se ofthe tea contests.

Yurn-oue Sôjiki, p. 96.

See also Hirota 1995, p. 65. Hirota writes that some historians see
Shukô as more than "the founder" of wabi style of Tea. He was regarded by succeeding
generations of merchant teamen as having legitimised their style of Te4 and elevated it to
the level of the shogun. This makes Shukô as important a figure in the history of Tea as
Rikyû was: Tea master to the ruler of the nation. For fr¡rther information on Shukô and his
life, see also Sen 1998, pp. I 19-145.

Sen 1998, pp.126-127. See also Kazue 1985, p. 52; Tanaka and Tanaka 1998, p. 35. Hirota
1995, p. ó5. Sen mentions that he has not confirmed the mention of 'Shukô anslru', at Shiniúan. He âlso mentions another explanation of Shukô's care€r as a priest. According to that,
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shukô wandered æound the country, and finally, at the age of thirty, he started
Zen meditation under Ikkyu (139+1481) and settled down at Shinjuan temple
in Daitolagí. Kazue Kyôichi writes that the¡e is a mention, Shukô anshu (*. Jt

Ë È), which means hermitage master, cloistered

Buddhist monk or even Tea

master, in Ikkyir's death register of Shinjuan.

About Shukô's connections to Tea, Yamanoue Sôjikit3 tels that Nôami
reported that when shukô turned to Tea in his thirties, he had good knowledge

of

the teachings of Conñ¡cius, and he owned several Chinese famed-utensils (meibutsu) which were higlrly respected at that time. He also sta¡ted to use Zen-related

ink scrolls in Tea.ra shukô had a lot of disciples studying Tea under his guidance.
He believed that there is Buddhism (teachings of Buddha) v/ithin the way of Tea.
In accordance with this it is recorded ln Yamanoue,gójlh that the origins of Tea

lieinZen.

Xår.ffiä3,Hrrvt WT, Êl'¡t74=ztv&,. 4/É, #lÉ.
rs
gTrä&

Tea has its origins in Zen. This is why the form of life of Zen monks has influenced
Tea so much- All the masters of chanoyt,like Shukô and Jô.ô, all belonged to the Zen
school.

Yamanoue sôji reports that Nôami suggests that it was from Zen master Iklqrû¡'s
(1394-1481) influence that shukô connected chanoyu andZen.It is also an interesting coincidence that Shukô sta¡ted his Zen studies at the same age as his Tea
studies, suggesting the close relationship of Tea and Zen. shukô was the first one
to call Tea'a Way'. His work Kokoro no Fumi starts with the sentence ÉLË, H

-bô

å

ã2.,ù'å.* l"å'L-þ i.&t6 "Thewoßtthingin

thisWqt (ofTea)

Shukô wæ a pries n Könyôji and at the age of nrrenty-five or so, he went to Kyôto and
built a hut in the Sanjô area where he studied flowers under the guidance of Sôami (probably
Nôami). Nôami supposedly introduced him to Ashikaga Yoshimasa ar¡d later on he become
a famous authorþ on Tea. After leaving the priesthood, Shukô built a tea-house near
Rokujô Horikawa and started living in there. In the historical records of that time, there is no
mention ofShukô. Therefore, the historians argue about whether Shukô really existed or not.
Kazue, however, believes there is enough evidence to support the fact that be did exist.
According to Hirot4 historical investigation has failed to uncover the name of Shukô in
documents in which it might have been expected to occur. He mentions examples such as the
records of Nôami and the later dôbôsh1û, or tt¡ose of lkþdl, who mentions the Nô master
Zenchiku inhis Crøy Cloud Collection.
l3

l4

l5

Yamanoue Sôjiki, pp. 5l-52.
See also Sôtan Nikki, p. 175. tn Sôtan Nikki it says that Shukô studied Zen under Daitotatjls
Zen master lkkyû. shukô also received ûom him a famous writing scroll by Engo (1063I I 3 5) that was a very important piece of art for Shukô. llowever, the exact nature of Shukô's
relationships to Nôami and Iklcyt can only be conjectured. The scroll engo is also mentioned in Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 52.

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p.95.
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is being conceited and obstinate." Tea gatherings, until Shukô's days, were in the
chinese style of displaying utensils (karayôzashikikazari) or tea tasting competilions, cha-øwaselcai or chryoriai, in which food, sweets, rice wine and, of course,
many different kinds of tea were served in addition to va¡ious other amusements.lT
But, for Shukô, Tea was more tfian having fun: it was the ÍTay contarnng deç
philosophical values.
Later on, through the support of Nôami, Shukô became Tea master to Ashikaga Yoshimasa (1435-1490) who seemed to enjoy the Art of Tea. He amassed a
great collection of the famous Chinese utensils. During these years, chanoyu became very popular among people inNara" Kyôto, and Sakai.l8 Horikuchi Sutemile

writes that Shukô also studied ikebana, renga poety, and even learnt about tearoom decorations from Nôami and, supposedly, about incense and painting, too.20
Conceming chadô, Shukô began to use a daisu shelf that was given as a present to
Shôfukuji temple frorn Song China.2r In general, Shukô used many Chinese utenl6

Shukô Furuichi Harima HÕsh¡ Ate Isshi in CY\Z 3, p. 3. In CKZ this letter is called Shukô
Furaichi Harima Hôshi Ate /ssåi. However, the name Kokoro no Fumi is commonly used
when the philosophical content and the aesthetic values ofthe letter are emphasised. For this
reason, in this study, too, the name Kokoro no Fumi is preferred in the text, but Shukó
Furuichi Harima Hôshi Ate /ssåi in the references. On the name of Kokoro no Fumi, see
Hirota 1995, pp. 195-197; Engel l9ó4, p.280; Stanley-Baker 1990, p. 148. Engel states that
Shukô created the famous principles of harmony, respect, purþ and tanquillity well known
in the world of Tea today. However, no evidence to support this claim is found in the
classical sourc€s used in this study. According to Stanley-Baker, these four principles are by
Rikyû, but this claim also cannot be shown to be true. Generally, researchers do not know
the origin of these principles and it may be assumed that they are created after the Great Tea
Masters Shukô, J&ô, and Riþ[ by their unknown disciples.

t7

Horikuchi 1951, pp.23, 89.
Yamanoue Sôjiki, pp.5l-52,95. See Hirota 1995, p.65. Here Hirota states that actually
Nôami died before Yoshimasa retired to Higashiyama, which makes it unlikely that there
would have been a direct connection benveen Shukô and Yoshimasa.

l9
20

Horikuchil95l, pp. 84-85. Horikuchi does not believe those two three pictures would be
painted by Shukô even though it is commonly believed so.
About Shukô, see also Hirota 1995, pp. 63-66; Etô 1992, p. 173, and p. 189, note 3;
Ramirez-Christensen 1994, p. 196, and p. 426, note 2l; Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 53. Hirota
presumes that Shukô leamt connoisseurship and rules of /Vó theatre, and perhaps even ink
painting from Nôami, and from lkkyû he adapted the idea of Zen into Tea and the develop
master Komparu
ment of the austere quality of chill in chadõ. He mentions also that
^róSôgi (1421-1502)
Zempô (1454-1520) is recorded as quoting Shukô, and the renga masær
mentions Shukô's name in a letter to the incense expert Shino Sôshin (d. 1480). Etô mentions
also that Shukô seems to have cultural (renga) connections to Shinkei's disciple Sôgi, as well
as to Kensai (1452-1510) and Nôami's family. Ramirez-Christensen mentions that warrior-

priest and minor daimyô Furuichi Chôin (1452-1508) from Nara was the recipient of
Kensai's notes on Shinkei's teachings (Shinkei Sôzu Teikin). The same Chôin was also the
recipient of Shukô's letter, Kokoro no Fumi. Yamanoue Stíji,tr confirms Shukô's connections
to Nôami by saying that "this book (refers probably to the .Såz,trí Isshi Mofuroku) is based
on what Shukô has heard while studying (Tea) under Nôami".
2t

Sen 1998, p. 129.
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sils and appreciated their beauty in his four-and-a-halÊmat tea-room, promoting
the idea of 'tying a praised horse to a thatched hut'22 in his Tea. Shukô illusüated
his aesthetic sense in Tea also with the saying 'moon without clouds is not
interesting'23 and with the idea of chill and withered describing the highest state of
beauty in Tea, which the beginners should not try2a (see Section 3.1.2)- Shukô also

showed also interest for things other than Chinese, such as Japanese Bizen and
Shigaraki, to be used in Tea in tasteful combinations together with the old
Chinese fame-utensils. There is not much information surviving on Shukô's tea
gatherings to help describe the natu¡e of his Tea in practice, but it may be assumed
that his idea ofthe new austere style ofTea, had already taken formz5 and later
Jô-ô and Rikyû continued developing the idea further and through them various
expressions of wabi beauty were est¿blished.
Shukô's connection with the literary circles of that time and his interest in
poetry is suggested by a story in Yamanoue Sôjik?6 about the famous tea jar and
the poet Shinkei (1406-1475). According to the story, Shinkei was asked to write
a poem (hokfu) by a shogun based on a famous tea jar named sutego (abandoned
child). This largejar for one year's supply oftea leaves (chatsubo) had an unusual
white glaze on it, giving the impression of early winter frost. Since it was used at

the first tea gathering of the year (larchikiri, gathering of 'opening the mouth'
the teajar), Shinkei responded with the following poem:

I+Trt

Y'

of

Shrunken leaves of bamboo

ffi=Éz z

and frost covering the bridge;

Êù t27

Just when the dawn breaks.

Since Shinkei and Shukô were contemporaries, they may have even known each
other through chanoyu or renga poetry as this story about the teajar and the poem
suggests. Shukô's literary legacy is limited to the works called Otazune no Koto
and the letter called Koløro no Fumi (Furuichi Harima Hôshi Ate /ssåi), in which

22
23
24
2s
26
27

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p.

Murai 1988, p.

l0l.

14.

Shukô Furuichi Harima Hôshi Ate Isshi, p.3.
Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 99. See also the Fushinan version of Yamanoue^ló¡i&i (an unpublished
copy), p. 26. According to Yamanoue Sôjiki, Shukô's Tea was like t¡ccs in December covered with snow in the distant mountains, which is the ultimate expression of the austere waåi
style in the aesthetics of Tea.
Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 56.

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 56. See also Ramirez-Christensen 1994, p. 195. This is variant of tl¡e
hokku:
L fT fiE
À. õ
È ìl å' "Bamboo grass shriveled, and a bridge
gripped in frost: the mountain trail." Ramirez-Christensen also mentions this åoÅ,tu and its
variant in Yamanoue Só7i*i. She explains Shinkei's minimatist aesthetics or aesthetics of
reduction. The hok*u also refers to the Buddhist tuth of impermanence and emptiness.

fiå.

ll g
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Shukô established the philosophical ground for the idea of Tea as a Way (michi).z8
His name is also mentioned withChonoyusha Kafugo Jíttei inYamanoue Sôjitd.2e

During Shukô's times, Tea was still very much in the s/¡oin style, displaying
famed tea utensils the Ashikaga shoguns had collected (Higashiyama Gomotsu).

The tea activities were mostly limited to Kyôto, but by the Tenmon era (15321555) Tea was practised also by the wealthy merchants in the city of Sakai, in
present-day Osata prefecture. There, the sôan style of Te4 the'Tea of the little tearoom', became more popular. This new aesthetic appreciation of the "city hermits"
was also recognised by the Portuguese Jesuit João Rodrigues (1561-1633) who
w¡ites in Historia da lgreja do Japão (Thís Island of Japan) as follows:
So they entertained each other with cha in these small huts within the city itself and in
this way they made up for the lack of refreshing and lonely places around the city;
indeed, to a certain extent this way was better than real solitude because they obtained
and enjoyed it in the middle of the city itself. They called this in their language shichtl
no sanþo, meaning a lonely hermitage found in the middle of the pubtic square. This
manner which they introduced came to please all those who performed cha-no-yumore
than c ha- n o-ya itsel f.3o

Rodrigues has noted that this new style of Tea was not only serving tea in a certain manner, but having deeper philosophical and even religious meanings similar

to Zen.3t This new style of Tea which followed the hermit's simple form of life
was continued by Jô-ô (1502-1555).

Jô-ô was a descendant of Takeda daimyô, a feudal lord, from Wakasa province, i.e., the present Fukui prefecture. Jô-ô's grandfather, Nakakiyo, died in the
Oni, wat (1467-1477\; hence, his son Nobuhisq Jô-ô's father, was orphaned.

28

?e
30
3l

Konishi 1991, pp. 146- l5l . Konishi explains michi as an artistic vocation that is one of the
most significant ideas of the Japanese Middle Ages. He divides the artistic vocation into five
components: specialization, transmission, conformist ethics, universalþ, and authority.
Specialization denotes a special skill, and this skill was acquired through units called æ
(family, house, school), and through these hereditary houses the skill was transmitted from
generation to generation, from master to disciple. Tbe same kind of method is still used in
Buddhist training (denial of creativity in one's youth and following precisely one's teacher),
and in traditional ans hke chadô or lVó the¿tre. Conformist ethics denotes the oral tr¿nsmission and the secet practices implied by it. Specialization, transmission, and conformist
ethics also contain the idea of authority in the forms of the master-disciple relationship, as
well as the strict denial of one's own insignificant ideas in order to attain a higher dimension
of freedom. The last component, universality, Konishi explains as a cosmic view according
to which an all-encompassing, universal truth dwells even in the tiniest humblest of entities.
Konishi calls this the formative process of the michi ideal.
See

Hirota 1995, pp. 2OO-201.

Cooper (transl.) 1973, p.276. Translated and edited texts from the Historia da lgreja da
Japão.
Cooper l9?3, pp. 272-273. Rodrigues writes that this art of suki (cha-no-yu) is a kind of
solitary religion encouraging good customs and moderation in ever¡hing. Even though tbey
imitate the Zen they do not practice any superstition, cult or special ceremony related to
religion.

I
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Nobuhisa wandered around va¡ious prefectures in Japar¡ and finally decided to
change his name from Takeda (fiE ) to Takeno (ÊF). Kuwata Tadachika introduces an interesting theory that the reason for changing his name was that he
retired from the samurai service, i.e., he retired from the warrior class and became

an ordinary citizen. lvhen a warrior retires it is called geya (TW) in Japanese
meaning literally retiring from public life. By changing his family name, Nobu-

hisa seems to play with the words: as samurai Takeda retires he becomes
Takeno.32 This is an interesting opinion, but still this explanation seems to be
quite far-fetched. The reÍrson for changing his name from Takeda to Takeno can
be read from the poem Nobuhisa composed describing the changing of the family
nflme:

/¿la

[Ë] Èå(

*s/¡D/¿ll/¿ lfrEl] ø

The seeds were sown
to the ñelds of the samurai.

[Takeda]

*Ì¡tu8

Even though the origin is the same

*t

and tumed into a wild field.

ürtl

lftl (¿âtÈ
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now, it has become a wasteland

The poem describes that how ancestors sowed the field, took good care ofit and
made it flourish. But now this field is ruined and has become a r ¡aste land, a wild

field. similarly, the dictionary meanings of takeda, cultivated rice field of the
warriorlsamurai,has turned into takeno, a wild field of the warnorlsamurat. with
this poem Nobuhisa probably wanted to say that he was not able to fulfrl the
expectations that his family n¿rme presumed and did not deserve the name Takeda.
Nobuhisa settled down in sakai and made his living by doing leather work.
He ma¡ried a daughter of the priest Nakabô of Kôfuhtji temple on Kyûshu island.
She a was very religious person. To become pregnan! she went to yoshino to

pray for an embodiment of shaka (Buddha), called zaô Gongen, a mountaindwelling shalca who had chosen an ascetic form of life, a kind of lifestyle admirable also for a religious priest's daughter. she spent some time in yoshino praying and frnally, in 1502, gave birth to a baby boy known by the name of Jô-ô.
Jô-ô is known by many other names. His birth name was yoshino shôkikuman¡,
according to the place where he was bom. He also carried the surname of his
father, Takeno, and was known by the common names Nakamura or shingorô.
Jô-ô is his Tea name which he took at the age of thirty-one when he decided to
concentrate on practising the way of Tea.3a In his later years, Jô-ô was also
known by the name Daikokuan after tlre tea-house called Daíkahtan he had built
32

Kuwata 1987, p. 67. ln the name Takeno, the last chinese character is the same as in the
(f Ef), used for a santarai who retires.

word gøya
33

Kuwata 1958a p. I15.
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Kuwata 1958a, pp. I l5-l 17.
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atlhe Ebisudô sh¡ine35 in Kyôto. Even though Jô-ô is known by many names, it is
not recommended to use these names together but to use them separately as Jô-ô
or Daikokuan, or Takeno Shingorô. Therefore, the combination of Takeno Jô-ô is
not the best choice, because in this combination the common name is combined
with his Tea name, which is frequently used. ln this study the name Jô-ô is
preferred.

In 1525, at the age of twenty-four, Jô-ô left Sakai and went to Kyôto to start
studying classical literature and poetry under the guidance of Sanjônishi Sanetaka,
a famous scholar.36 According to Yamanoue Sôjiki,31 Jô-ô studied and taught poetry for the following six years. After listening to Sanetakas's impressive lectu¡e on
Eigataigai (a work on poetry by Fujiwara Teika), Jô-ô decided to concentrate on
studying chadô.38 Later on, he became a Master of chadô. According to Kazue,3e
Jô-ô also studied waka poety, ikebana, and incense among the other popular
forms of art at the time. We know with certainty that Jô-ô studied Tea under Fujita
Sôria0 and Jûshiya Sôchin and Sôgo.al Sôri and Sôgo lived at the time of the civil
wars and Sôchin was also their contemporary, living during the Muromachí
period.a2 In addition to being highly educated both in literatr¡re and in the traditional arts, Jô-ô also studied Zen under Dairin Sôtô43 in Daitolwji (Rinzai Zen).
Jô-ô died unexpectedly in 1555, on the twenty-ninth day of the tenth month at the
age of

35
36
]7
38
39
40

4r
42
43
44

fifty-four, supposedly of an unknown illness.aa

Note the connection with the deities of good fortune such as Ebßu, the deity of commerce,
and Daikoku, the God of wealth, and Mahalcala, the God of five cereals.

Kuwata 1958b, p. 16. See also Sen 1998, p. 149. Sen mentions that before Sanetaka, Jô-ô
had studied poetry under the daimyô Ouchi from Yamaguchi.

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 98. According to Yamanoue Só7úi, until the age of thirty, Jô-ô was a
teacher of renga poetry (linked verse).
Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 98. See also Sen 1998, p. l5l. Sen writes that Sanetaka gave Jô-ô a
copy of Eikataigai in t530 tw€nty-first day of the third month and two days later Jô-ô
retumed it with presents of fowl and salted fish. He was, however, too late to be received.
A copy of Sanetaka's diary is found, for example, in Toda I 969, p. 39.
Kazue 1985, p. 99. See also Kuwata 1987, p. 68. Kuwata mentions also that Jô-ô seems to
have enjoyed studying many things and that he studied va¡ious traditional forms of art, but
he does not define them in detail.

TË#Eä4Ffü&.

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p.97.
ffiÉffi/thÈ.. On the same page (note
f 6), the word bôzu is explained æ a teacher of Tea.
Nanpôroku,

p.4.

#Ð/ryñr\=. *)t/fr", äffi'ttãFÉ^7r.

tt- )t=*ÐffiÊÉ'î17, vþ"
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Genshoku Chadô Daijiten, s.v. Jûshiya Sôgo and Sôchin. Or Kadokawa Chadô Daijiten, s.v.
Júshiya Sögo and S<icåir and Fui ida Sôri.
Tanaka and Tanaka 1998, p. E3.

Kuwata 1987, pp. 7l-72;Sen 1998, p. 148. Kuwata continues that another explanation for
the early death of Jô-ô was that he was ordered to commit suicide by Oda Nobunaga, but he
does not believe in this explanation himself. According to Sen, Jô-ô died ofnatural causes
which is also accepted in this study.

HsroayorCs¡.oô

This study considers Jô-ô to be an outstanding person in the development

ll
of

fhe wabi style of Tea. Jô-ô wrote down his ideas of waåi Tea in a letter calledJô-ô
LI¡abi no Fnrzi (Section 1.6.1) and simplified the display of the utensils used in
Tea. The book called Yamanoue Sôjih4s (Section 1.6.1) indicates that chanoyu
was rapidly becoming a form of at with the masters of Tea. For example, wabi

'Tea men' were defined as being those who oriln no utensils but embody the
qualities of aspiration and creativity and have gained some merit. The book also
says that Jô-ô owned many famous utensils, and that most of the utensils used in
Tea were chosen by the skilled eye of the Tea master, Jô-ô. Mostly because of the
activity of Jô-ô, Tea became so popular that Yamanoue Sôji wote in his diary that
a person who does not practice Tea can hardly be called a human, and furthermore, that all the daimyôs and townsmen from Nara, Kyôto and Sakai are devoted
to Tea.aó The Chinese famed-utensils were highly valued during Jô-ô's times, but
in addition, new tea utensils were created or chosen to be used in Tea. This was an
important step in the development of the wabi style of Tea continued by Jô-ô's
disciple Rikyû.
The warlord Oda Nobunaga (1534-1582) conquered Kyôto in 1568 and
toppled the Ashikaga shogunate. The major change in Tea was that he employed
merchant class Tea masters from Sakai as resident Tea advisers (sadô) known
as "Three Sakai Masters". These were Imai Sôkyû (1520-1593), Tsuda Sôgyu
(d. l59l), and Tanaka Sôeki (1522-1591), better known as Sen no Riþd. It is a
matter of contention whether this was his gesture to secure economic support in
the rich autonomous port of Sakai,aT or just because he was highly interested in
Tea. rilhatever the tn¡th is, for Nobunaga,Tea was a powerful political tool: since
the utensils acquired great value, Nobunaga saw the potential of using them as a
means for gaining wealth, and thereby power. For this reason, Nobunaga wanted

to control the Tea men and the circulation of the precious utensils. Nobunaga also
rewarded his generals with tea utensils and thus kept tea within his immediate
political interests.as
Rikyû was bom in 1522. His childhood name was Tanaka Yoshirô and his
father, Tanaka Yohei, was a merchant operating a fish wa¡ehouse in the Imaichi
district of Sakai. According to Senlæ Yuishogaki, Rikyû's grandfather was Tanaka
Yoshikoyo, the second son of Satomi Tarô Yoshitoshi, a warrior of Seiwa Genji
clan. His other grandfather is reputed to have been Sen'ami who was Ashikaga
Yoshimasa's dôbôshû (connoissew attendant). The family name ,Sen is presumably inherited from Sen'ami's family.ae Rikyfi's family history shows that his farnily
.t5
,fó

Yamanoue Sôjiki, pp. 52-54,93. See also this study, Section 3.1.3.4.
Yamanoue Sôjiki, p.52. See also Sen 1998, p. 160.
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Murai 1988, pp. l9-20.
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Plutschow 198ó, pp. 103-106.
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was politically significant, being closely connected to the ruling political powers

of the time. This explains his later close connections with Nobunaga and Hideyoshi.

Rikyû started to study Tea with Kitamuki Dôchin at the age of six. Later on,
Dôchin introduced him to Jô-ô, who became his Tea teacher when Rikyû was
eighteen.so At the same age, Rilryû also received the name Sôeki from his Zen
master Dairin Sôtô. Rilqrir is known by the names of Hôsensai and Fushin'an. It
has been said that Rikyu hosted his first tea gathering at the age of sixteen and
thereafter his reputation as a Tea practitioner grew gradually. He served as a'Tea
advisor' (sadô) for Oda Nobunaga (1534-1582). After Nobunagas death, he advised Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1536-1598), who had become a Tea enthusiast and a

Rilqô through the auspices of Nobunagas¡ On the seventh day
of the tenth month in 1585 Hideyoshi offered tea to Emperor Ôgimachi (15571586) in the Gosho palace in Kyôto. Rikyû's participation in this event as Hideyoshi's Tea advisor sealed his importance as a leading figure in the world of Tea.
For the occasion, Sôeki was renamed with the Buddhist name Rikyû Koji,'a lay-

close associate of

man who puts keenness to rest', and thencefofh was known by this name.52

In 1587 by order of Hideyoshi, Rilqrû and two other Tea masters, Imai Sôþrû
(1520-1593) and Tsuda Sôgyû (d. l59l), organised the Great Tea Gathering at
the Kitano Shrines3 in Northern Kyôto. There Hideyoshi displayed th¡ee sets of
farned utensils and his Golden tea-room. Opposite Hideyoshi's glorious Tea display, Riþrir set out his very modest combination of tea utensils. The Great Kitano
Tea Gathering was the largest ever seen in Japan. Hideyoshi invited everyone,
from Japan and abroad, who had something to do with Tea to this gathering at the
Kitano shrine on the tenth day of the tenth month in 1587 to participate in this
event. And he meant everyone, even the poorest Tea practitioners owning just a
kettle but no tea leaves. Hideyoshi did not accept'no' for an ansurer.
In 1591, Hideyoshi ordered Rilqrû to commit traditional suicide, seppuht.
On the thirteenth day of the second month of 1591 Rilqrû was banished from
Hideyoshi's palatial mansion Juralatdai and rwo of his disciples, Furuta Oribe

4e
50
sl
52
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Sen 1998, p.35.
Sen 1998, pp. 16l-162.

Murai 1988, p. 20. See also Sôkyt Takaiki, p. 390. In the gathering o¡Tenshó eleventh year
(1583) the twenty-fourth day of the fifth month, is recorded "chadô Sõeki" (# È.R A)
showing that at least at the age of sixty-two Rikyû was already Hideyoshi's Tea advisor.
Sen 1988, p.36; Tanihata l9EE, p. 142; Kuwata 1943, pp. 68-69; Genshoku Chadô Daijiten,
s.v. Kokei Sôchin. In more detail, see Kuwata 1943, pp. 64-7l. ln some sources he is said to
have been renamed by the emperor and in other sources by Daitolajls priest Kokei.
According to Kuwata, researchers have not agreed who gave the name Rikyfi, but the priest
Kokei is the most probable. Kokei is also mentioned by Tanihata and Genshoku Chadô
Daijiten.
Kitano Daichayu no Ki, pp. 3-8.
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(1544-1615) and Hosokawa sansai (1563-1645), came to see him off from
Kyôto.54 About ten days later Riþrû was called back to Juralañai to commit the
seppuku. Researchers cannot agree as to the reason for this command but one
explanation is that Hideyoshi got angry because Rikyû's statue was placed on the

top of the main gate of the Daitohtji temple,55 and perhaps, Hideyoshi, the great
warrior leader of Japan, did not want to enter the temple under his attendant's feet.
The reason for the order to commit suicide remains unsolved. Rilqrû died on the
twenty-eight day of the second month in 1591, close to the age of seventy.s6
Rikyû combined the precepts on the philosophy and aesthetics of Tea taught
by the 'old masters' Shukô and Jô-ô before him and developed the idea of austere
wabi style of Tea into the form known even today. Riþrûr's tradition of chadô is
recorded in Nanpôrolat, which is said to be written by the priest called Nanbô

Sôkei on the one-hundredth anniversary of Rikyir's death. The best known of
Rikyûr's innovations to Tea were small tea-rooms, smaller than four-and-a-halftatami rooms, such as Taian (Wutng Hut), and the Ra&u ceramics that he created
in collaboration with the potter called Chôjirô.

According to Nanpôroht, Rikyû was afraid that the tnre meaning of rea
would be abandoned in less than ten years and after this, forgotten. He truly believed that just when the most essential spirit of rea has faded, people would
believe it is flourishing; however, the essence of Tea would no longer be meaningfuI. Rikyû doubted that the truth would be different: when this point is reached,
Tea would become just a vulgar amusement. Rikyû saw this proc€ss during his
own time and felt sad about it.57 whether this prophecy has come true or not is left
to each individual's interpretation. Rilqrû is often claimed to be responsible for all
the rules currently existing in Tea but the historical records show that more than
one person was involved in this process.ss After Rilqú's deatb, his grandson Sen
Sôtan divided the Rikyû heritage of chadô among his th¡ee sons and this marked
54

55

56

57
5E

Murai 1988, p. 23. see also Tanaka and ranaka (1998, p.48) according to whom none of
Rikyû's more than 3000 students saw him offwhen he left Sakai becausõ they did not want
to face the same end, and therefore, denied having been closely associated with him.
For more details, see Kuwata 1943, p. 170-192; Karaki 1989, pp. t 19-121. Research has not
come to an understanding of the reasons täat lead Hideyoshi to command Rilq¡û,s seppuhr.
Kuwata finds three possibilities: Hideyoshi's request for one daugþter of Riþd,s, tt¡arnçvo
was christian, and the wooden statue on the main gate of Daitokuji. Karaki (19g9) also
states three ¡e¿rs,ons: the question of Rilcyû's daughter, the wooden statue, and ttrat Rilq¡û
made a lot of money by selling his tea utensils which irritated }lideyoshi. These four põssibilities are the most familiar ones.

sen 1988, pp. 35-36. see also Kuwara 1943, p. 10. In some sources it is said that Rilryû was
at the age ofsixty-nine when he died, in other sources age's ofseventy, seventy-one, or svcn

seventy-four are given. According to Rikyt's death poem, he died in t59l at the age
seventy according to the Japanese way ofcounting years. See Section 32.4.
Nanpôroku, p.267. Seealso Sen 1998, p. 176.
Tanaka and Tanaka t998, p.48.
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the beginning of "the ù¡ee ,Sen&¿": Mushanokôjisenlæ, Omotesenle and Urasenlæ

traditions of Tea as well as the institualisation of Tea. These th¡ee
exist in Ogawa street in Kyôto.

,S¿nlc¿s

still

I.2. SUBJECT OF THE STUDY
In this study, my aim is to examine the concept of wabi n chadô (the Way of
Tea), i.e., the philosophical and aesthetic values of wabi thorough chadô-related
classical literature. This study tries to answer the following questions: Is there,
properly speaking, a specific concept of wabi n chadô? If so, what kinds of paåi
are there and why? How has wabí developed into its present form or forms? And,
why is there a specific kind of wabi in chadô that does not exist in literature or
poetry?5e

By studying the Tea-related classical sources, it can be shown that there
exists a specific idea of wabi in chadô expressing its various philosophical
(Chapter 2) as well as aesthetic (Chapter 6) nuances. Seven characteristics
describing the idea of wabi as a philosophical concept a¡e found in the chadôrelated classical literature used for this study. V/ith the selection and interpretation
of these texts, this classification is proven possible, but it is not claimed that this is

the only possible altemative or method. Another study might use different
passages from selected sources and examine them from a different point

of view.

Thus, these classical Japanese texts offer scholars numerous fascinating areas of
study and points of departure for interpretation. The classification is not simply
created; all these terms describing wabi as philosophy and aesthetics already exist
in classical literature; they just need to be found and analysed.
Concerning Chapter Z,'Ilabi as a Philosophical Concept', one may argue
whether va¡ious documents covering the span of nearly th¡ee hundred years can be
used to explain the same philosophical concept of wabi. The answer depends on
how we understand the term wabi. If wabi is understood to be described in one
single term, then all the other elements would become synonyms for this description of waåi. However, this is not what I wish to show in this study. I see waåi to
be an entity of different and various elements each of which contributes a different
nuance to the whole just like pieces in a p"zzls. The concept of wabi may be seen
to be partially cumulative - each new meaning of the word retains connotations
and nuances assigned to it earlie¡, although these may come to be thoroughly
59

Unfortunately, in order to adhere to the theme, I need to restrict myself from studying the
use and meanings of wabi in poetry in depth or examining related ideas in Nó theatre
through Zeami's text. These are questions to which I will return in my following study
concerning the idea of spiritual training in traditional Japanese a¡ts, in which I focus on
poetry, Nó and clndô.
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reinterpreted in a new light; thus for example, povert)¡, a condition deplored in
earlier literary texts, may become an attitude of the aesthetics of asceticism.
I could also have approached the theme from a historical perspective in order to
show how the notion of wabi has changed through these th¡ee hundred years.
Tea-related classical sor¡rces possessing philosophical value, and in addition
generally recognised as such, are not abundant. v/ithin these sou¡ces, Jô-ô l(abi

no Fumi, Nanpôroku and Zencharoku (see Section 2.1) are the most representative. Therefore, I think that actually the selection of texts has not led me to the
result of seven characteristics of wabi, but rather they were the result of my way
of understanding and interpreting their content. Since we do not have any commenta¡y for the texts by the authors, all the later interpretations of the texts reflect
our o\ryn understanding ofthe subject. Nevertheless, all the sources used describing the notion of wabi and its philosophical aspects were written in the Japanese
Middle Ages. which in the studies of literature and the arts may also include the
Edo period.6o
Essentially, wabi is not an outer featu¡e, but an inner feeling that grows from
the object. Therefore, many different kinds of things can actually possess the wabi
spirit, not only rough-looking objects. This study intends to show thatwabi beauty
is actually like a t¡ee with many of branches and that all these fomrs of waåi have
existed side by side from the beginning.
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Nishio r9ó7, p. ii.
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1.2.1. WabÍ and.S¿åi
The reader may wonder why the word saåi is not discussed in this study, although
it is at times used together with waåi as a pair: wabïsabi. The study is based on
the realization that there a¡e two concepts of wabí that should be kept separate

from each other: the ideaof wabi in literature, €.8., as used in classical poetry and
the idea of wabi in chadô containing specific philosophical and aesthetic values
that do not exist in literatr¡re. In classical poetry wabi and sabi a¡e studied as a pair
of closely related terms which clarify and intensiff each other, butin chadô, when
the philosophy and aesthetics of Tea is discussed, the word waåi should be used
alone. The use and the meaning oî wabi in literature has influenced the development of waå i in chadô and, therefore, the general meanings of wabi and the use of
the word wabi in classical literatwe are introduced briefly later in this study (see
Chapter 5). All the passages and poems with the word waåf for¡nd in Níhon Koten
Bungaht Tailæi were analysed and arranged in chronological order to study the

tle word wabi.6r
The differencss or the equivalences between the terms wabi and sabi arc
points of argument ¿rmong resea¡chers. For instance, Hein¡ich Engel62 and Suzuki
Daisetsu63 study them as a pair: wabi-sabi. Sua¡ki, however, finds a stight difference in them: saåi applies more to the individual objects (objective) and wabi
refers to life in poverty and insufficiency (more subjective and personal). He
continues by stating that in some ways, "wabi is saöi and saåi is waåi; they are
interchangeable terms".fl Suzuki also finds that tea utensils are never qualified as
possessing "wabi Íaste", they are described as having "saåi taste". But, this sfudy
intends to prove just the opposite: tea utensils are generally said to possess wøåi
taste in Tea classics (Section 4.2.1). ln chadô, wabi and saåi possess different
meanings which can be understood, for example, from the book caILú Chakimeibutsushtfs where those who want to advance in their Tea studies, i.e., in order
to become masters of Tea, 'should be courteous, strive to excel (attempt to rise
developments in the meaning and use of

6l
62
63

64
6s

During the course of üre study, based on the use of the word wabi nthe classics, Kokkataikan, a list of ca. 5000 entries of wabi is recognised for fi¡r{rer resea¡ch on the subject.
Shinpen Kokkataikan, CD-ROM venion.
Engel 1964, p.284.

Suzuki 1988, pp.27-28,284-285. Suzuki does not give a clear definition to the terms; in
some sentences he lee a reader understand them as a pair (Suarki 1988, pp.27-28) and in
others he finds differences between them þp. 284-285). In the index the Chinese cha¡acter
ffi(deceive) is given for wabi instead ofthe character {È that is used for the idea of wabi
studied here. This is most probably a typographical error'

Suarki 1988, p.285.
Chakimeibutsushú in Zokugun Shoruijû,
I 56.

vol.

19, p. 494. This is also noted

by Sen 1998, p.
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higher in one's Tea studies), practise.røåi, practise wabi, and be creative'. It is not
explained what it mea¡rs to þractise' sabi and wabi;however, the sentence shows
that these terms were used separately possessing separate meanings (as shown also
in this study) not as a pair, wabisabi. Based on my understanding of these two
terms, I would suggest that in this context.raåi means 'living in solitude' and, wabi

suggests'being satisfied with little', i.e., leading an ascetic life or living in poverty
(in lack of material goods), but being satisfred with one's life as such.
As shall be shown latter in section 4.2.1.2, the word wabi is more frequently
used to describe the outer appea¡ance ofthe tea utensils than is the word saói as
suzuki claimed above. one exceptional use of the word ¡aåi describing tea utensils instead of wabi can be found in Chawashigetsushû:

fF. trä¿¿ufËR;.. *l:47¿gìùt¿ós )
L}.L.

l:ffiâf

ð tr4,â L.&v'

pft Ët ÉafiËR=. +iH7Æ*þtXttJ,7ffiã^þtl lãÌ.tv-{-y, tt
Riþnì says that a skilled Tea person's selection of utensils in Tea is like combining
chestnut with mustard.
Comment: This means that with valuable significant utensils, the modest and ordinary
utensils should be chosen, as well as a big utensils to be used atong with small pieces.

In this example, the word sabite is used as an opposite of great and valuable
utensils or luxurious tea utensils, meaning something modest and ,aged'. It is,
indeed, used in a maDner simila¡ to the way that wabi is usually used in chadô
related classics. Here, however, these great and valuable utensils may refer to the
chinese Ming dynasty porcelain and ceramics imported in great quantity to Japan
and used in chadô. so they were considered to be quite 'ned and ,shiny', but also

in being so valuable, and therefore, sabite also means
something 'aged' and not valuable. This is quite an exceptional use of the word
saói referring to the tea utensils. Usually, conceming the aesthetic values of the
tea utensils, the word wabi is preferred. For example, in the same source it states
that the 'essence of the tea utensils lies in the idea of wabf .67 In the book Genryûchawa, the history of the development of tea utensils is described, pointing out
how certain types of utensils have changed. The wabi style is always described
last, being the opposite of the famed Chinese pieces.68
Tanikawa Tetsuzo admits that the word saåi is not used as frequently as the
word wabi by Tea practitioners, even though he thinks that sabí is a ,pure/ term of
possessing significance

66

67
68

chawashigetsushû, p.212. see also Hi¡ota 1995, pp.2s6-257. Hirota translates this in a
different way, combining light things with the stately (like light poppy seeds with heavy
cheshuts). Howeveç the result is the same in Hirota s tanslation and in ttre one given herã.
This anecdote of Rikyt emphasises the idea of skillful use of contæt in Tea.
Chawashigetsusht, p. 209.
See, for example,

Gen¡ytchaw4p.416. Orthis study, Section 4.2.1.
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aesthetics than wabi.6e He writes: "In the world of chanoyu, sabi is grasped whol-

ly from the standpoint of contemplation of the nature of thing or place.

I4¡abi

im-

plies a circumstance or a mental attitude. This can include a man who is in such a
circumstance or who has such a mental attitude, as well as describing the nature of
a thing or a place."?o Tanikawa concludes that "saåi is purer than wabi as an
aesthetic because it involves the contemplation of an objectfor íts own sake."7l
But, Dennis Hirota does not compare these two ideas. In his research, he
focuses on the idea of wabi in chadô; the concept of saåi is not emphasised.T2
Karaki Junzô, on the other hand, presents very strong opinions about waåí and
saåi. Like Tanikaw4 he thinks that søåi is a higher expression of aesthetics than
wabi. According to him, wabi lacks the idea of vanity (mujôlcan); the idea of impennanence or changeabllity (þorai) of all things. Karaki admits that Tea and
Zen arc closely related but sees wabi as the opposite of Zen, which is based on the
lack of emptiness. He wonders why chadô did not surpass the idea of wabi to take
one step further toward the idea of sabi.13 Karaki apparently bases his argument
on the writing of sabi it can be written with the Chinese cha¡acters iffi or F and
they are both pronounced as saåi. The first character means solitude and loneliness, which is a typical meaning of saåi in literature. The second cha¡acter has the
same meaning even though the Chinese cha¡acter used has a separate meaning of
nirvâna,the great death or the enlightenment. This does not, however, necessarily
change the meaning of the word saåi, loneliness and solitude, in classical literature. The claim that wabi lacks the idea of vanity or impermanence is also not justified. For instance, in Nanpôroht, wabi is described as emerging from the crystal
clear, immaculate world of the Buddha which defrnitely also conveys the Buddhist
ideas of vanity and impermanence (Section 2.4.6).

of

Kazte7a makes a clear division: saåf is a term of literan¡re and wabi is a term
chadô. Saåi as a term of literatue is extensively studied because of Bashô's
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Tanikawa 1981, pp. 35-50. Tanikawa gives an example from Santcaitcö, Chadô Shiso
Densho; "the utensils that have the nature of sabi (sabimomo) are made with gourds" (ibid.,
p. 45). This reference could not be confirmed. But if correct, this would be a rare example in
which the term saåj is used referring to th€ quality of a tea utensil.

Tanikawa 1981, p.48.
Tanikawa 1981, p.48.

Hirota 1995, pp. 80-92.
Karaki 1989, pp.34-37; see also pp. l6t-183. See also Kuwata 1958, p. 176. Kuwata also
considers s¿åj to be more important tlrrn wabi by claiming that the beauty and philosophy
in chadö lies in the idea ofsøåi, i.e., ¡aåi contains both luxury and its conrasting idea of
wabi.

l. See also Tsutsui 1969, p. l; Mizuo 1971, p. l1; Yanagi 1989, pp. 123'
148-t50, lS4.Tsutsuialsokeepsthetermswaåiandsaåiseparateandheconsidersthatwabi
did not have a specific meaning before chadó. He does not ignore the meanings of wabi i¡
classical literature but rather sees the influence of these meanings on development of wabi
beauty in Tea. Mizuo also focuses on wabi, îot wabi-sabi, but sees that the terms saåi and
Kazue 1985, p. I
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poetry where he uses the term sabi. Íl¡abi as a term in chadô is, unfortunately, not
studied as much, and consequently has been combined with the idea saåf and used
as a pair, wabi-sabi. Hisamatsu Shinichi also connects wabi with chadô. He writes
that the beauty of chadô arises from the distinctive features of wabi beauty. He
does not even discuss the topic of whether these two terms should be considered
as a pair; to him the beauty of chadô lies in the idea of wabi.Ts
Researchers do have various opinions on wabi and sabi, but no answer is
satisfactory to everyone on their meanings. After studying other resea¡chers' interpretations onwabi and sabi, and based on the classical sources studied during this
research, it can be argued that wabi is a metaphysical concept.Tó It is a concept

beyond normal theoretical and logical explanation, and therefore, it may seem to
some researchers even meaningless to explain. wabí as a 'metaphysical concept'
means here that it is abstract and it is sometimes even unduly theoretical, as
shown in chapter 2 where wabi as a philosophical concept is studied. Moreover,
waåi means something supematural and rare, and therefo¡e, it needs to be under-

stood

in a kind of

'meta-mind', meaning 'higher consciousness', such as that

in the Buddhist nirvâna, i.e., in the state of enlightenment. Therefore,
empirical experiences for a deeper understanding of wabi are essential. The conreached

cept of wabi is understood through the true realisation ofthe natu¡e ofreality, the
true understanding of being and accepting life as it is, and moreover, through the
true 'knowing'. These are closely related to the Buddhist ideas of being and the

true knowing which become possible in the ultimate state of the mind when one
has become one with the Buddha heart (hotolæ ltokoro or busshô, see 2.3.5). rrabi
is, above all, the philosophical concept of the idea of lcokaro, mind(heart) in Japanese philosophy. Thus, through this philosophical sphere rhe concept ofwabi can
be explained as an aesthetic concept describing the sense and presence or style
(f,ûtei) ín chadô, as in this study, but also in Japanese aesthetics in general.
ÍI/abi in chadô plnlosophically describes a specific state of mind (and is related to Zen), and aesthetically defines a specific sense and presence of wabi in tea
utensils or in a tea-room (see, e.g., Genryîchawa). The word ¡øåi is used in Tea-

related classical texts generally to express a serene or tranquil feeling ofplace or
circumstances, with a connotation of solitude or loneliness. Further, it may be
shibami include the idea of wabi (compare Yanagi's idea on waåi above in the text). yanagi,
on the other hand, considers wabi and, shibusa as being one and the same thing. He does not
mention saåi in this context, but he writes that these peculiar adjectives shibui, wabi, and
sabi, refer to the hidden beauty, the rough beauty. Yanagi states that there is no exact
English counterpart to the adjective shibui (with the noun såiåzsa) but nearest would be
'auster€r, 'subdued', and 'restrained'. Sl¡iå¡¡sa refers to the spirit of poverty in the word beauty.
75
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argued that saöi is more a term of fitei, describing the style of Tea as well as the
sense and a¡tistic effect of objects.lYabí, however, may be used similarly to sabi

illustrating "¡1itei, a specific style of wabi xyle of Tea (sense and presence in objects) but it also explains a certain state of the mind(heart) called wabi lcokaro.
And ñ¡rthermore, tbrough this w¿åi mind(heart) va¡ious kinds of rvaåífiitei canbe
discovered (Chapter 6), whereas saåi basically refers to the sense of 'chill and
witlered' in objects. For example, in Shinkei's Sasamegoto, the word hiesabi (chill
and desolate) is used to describe the higbest style or the spirit in poetry and this is
basically the same as sabita fûtei, the sense of s¿åi in objects, which has no
Buddhist or deep philosophical connotatio¡ls in this context.TT This is the most
common use of the word sabi in classical literature, no matter which Chinese
cha¡acter (ffi / ffi) for sabi is used. For these reasons it is not felt that the two
terms should be ranked against each other, nor is it found necessary to attempt to
answer which one of them is a purer expression as is done in some other studies
(such as Karaki 1989).

1.3. PREVIOUS STI'DTES IN THB
One

of the most important

str¡dies

NELI)

to intoduce the

Japanese Way

of Tea to

Westerners was Okakr.¡ra Kakuzo's (alias Tenshin) The Book of Tea which he
wrote in English and which was published in Boston in 1906. Okakr¡ra is said to
be a linguistic genius; he had a good knowledge of Chinese classics and he was
deeply interested in arts.?8In Okakura's book "mind speaks to mind"Te - he speaks
of the spirit in Tea rather than describing it in action and paints images of the
darkdim tea-room or the flower arrangements in the tokonoma in front of our
eyes in a charming and unique way. For Okalfl¡ra" Tea was "a work of art".Eo He
also describes the Tea schools and explains the influence of the Tea masters in the
field of art. About the appreciation of the tea utensils, Okakura writes that "We
classiff too much and enjoy too little."sl The appreciation of the tea utensils
should be based on one's individual ta*e Qnekiki, see Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3.2),
as it was for the Tea masters, but nowadays there is too little tme feeling left:
people want only expensive and fashionable items. Okakura's definition of imperfect beauty, leaving something purposely unfinished for the imagination to complete,82 has raised the question of the nanre qf imPerfect beauty. For Okakura,
77
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true beauty is discovered only by one who completes the incomplete in one's
mind.
In contrast, Hisamatsu Shinichi writes in his book called, Chadô no Tetsugaht
(1973) that the beauty of asymmetry (imperfection) is reached by exceeding the
state of symmetry and therefore, for Hisamatsu" asymmetry is a negation of symmetry. He includes asynmetry r¡s one of the seven cha¡acteristics of chadô and in
the beauty of wabi as well.83 Even though Okakura does not mention the word
wabi in his book, he discusses the beauty of chadô in a manner similar to Hisamatsu. Hisamatsu describes Tea culture (chadô bunka\,84 Zen arts in general,ss
and wabi beautys6 as following seven characteristics: asymmeüy, simplicity, austere sublimity (or lofty dryness), naturalness, subtle profundity (or

deç

resenre),

freedom from attachment, and tranquillity. Hisamatsu does not base his classification on any particular classical text or witten information directly. His seven
characteristics are the result of many years of study of Chinese and Japanese
sources on t}re subject of Tea (chadô), and a¡ts in general. This classification is his
own, created tbrough his experiences and knowledge not found in the classical
sources. Hisamatsu gives examples of w¿åi beauty, such as Nó costumess? and
Tôhaku s paintrng "Maple",88 which a¡e both in gorgeous colou¡s. He finds that
the Shôkintei tea-house in Imperial Yill4 Katsurø Riþnfe has aspects of these
seven characteristics even though ít is a shoin style of tea-room, not a ûaditional
wabi style of little tea-room. None of these examples present Zen art or wabí as
we usually conceive them, i.e., monochrome ink paintings, eitler Chinese or Japa-

little thatched-hut
all minutely detailed colourful works

nese, with ample empty space for one's mind to wander. Or, as a

tea-house. Hisamatsu does not claim that

contain the spirit of wabi but, according to him, some of them do.

Similarly, Kurasawa Yukihiro has also made an interesting suggestion that
one form of wabi beauty would be a "Golden wabi" (ôgon no wabi\, an opposite
of the austere wabi. He mentions that Hideyoshi's Golden tea-room and Tôhaku's
painting, "Maple", present this cha¡acteristic of wabi beauty. In contrast to Hisamatsu, Ku¡asawa bases his classification on the two poems for¡nd in Nanpôrolat
(see Section 5.2) describing the spirit of wabí in Tea. In the article Íïabi no Ogon
no Bi in Nagomi, Kurasawa writes that Jô-ô's waåi proceeds from the h¡nuious
(flowers and crimson leaves) to the rough style ('the thatched hut at the seashore'),
83

Hisamarsu 1973,p.62.
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Hisamatsu 1973, pp. 6l-69.
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Hisamatsu 1971,p.29. For fi¡rtber information, see Hisamatsu 1971, pp. 28-38.
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i-e., it is the "going wabi". Rikyû's wabi proceeds from the state of 'not-a-singlething', i.e., from the rough style ('far-away mountain village' and 'the thatched hut
at the seashore') to the ultimate state of 'the first green of the spring beneath the
snod, i.e., it is the "returning wabí". Kurasawa explains that'far-away mountain
village' and 'the thatched hut at the seashore' are negatíons ofluxu¡ious things, and
furthermore, that'the first green of the spring beneath the snov/ isthe negation of
negation, and therefore, it actually affirms the original luxurious and gorgeous
beauty described in the poems with 'flowen and crimson leaves' or'cherry blossoms in full bloom'. This is what he calls the revival of luxurious beauty, which
includes golden wabi.n In other words, Jô-ô's waåi focuses on the negation of
luxurious beauty. Rikyir's waåí admits the existence of luxurious wabi as being a

revival of luxury, but still not of the same nature as Jô-ô's luxury. Kurasawa
emphasises that wabi beauty is not based on the contrast of ideas such as poverty
and luxury, but comes into existence in the pure word of the Buddha(Nanpôroht,
see Section 2.3.2inthis study), without duality.
okakura's idea of imperfect beauty, as well as Hisamatsu's seven characteristics of wabi as beauty have influenced resea¡chers' opinions on the nature of
wabi in Tea. In previous studies othe¡ than these, waåi is primarily considered to
be an aesthetic idea describing a beauty of poverty or a Zen-influenced idea of
living in seclusion and accepting insufficiency as it is. The outer form of wabi ín
utensils is described as being plain, rough or asymmetrical.el The connection of
the idea of wabi with the poverry or living in insuffrciency cannot be denied.
Already inJô-ô llabi no Fumiez it is stated that the origins of the idea of wabilie
in the form of life of the goddess Amaterasu omitrami, who is said to be the first
great Tea person in Japan because of her modest form of life. she could have
everything she wanted: a house built from gold, silver, and precious gems.
Instead, she chose to live in a thatched hut, ate unpolished rice and lived a modest
and quiet life. Seemingly on the basis of this story, in previous studies wabi is
usually described as being rough beauty, though this is only one expression of
wabi as beauty.

To mention some other main studies in the field, Dennis Hi¡ota's st'tdy The
IVind in the Pines: Classic Writings of the Way of Tea as a Buddhist Path (1995)
contains an extensive introduction of the theme, examining wabi and related ideas
by binding them with general historical or social events. Hirota finds simila¡ities

with Shinkei's aesthetic thoughts on poetry (e.9. Shinlcei Sôzu Teikin) and in early
90
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Kurasawa 1996, pp. 3ó-39. See also Kurasawa l992a.pp.120-121, the chapter called
no Hon'i.

See, for example, Mizuo l97l (llabù: Yoshimura 1984 (Wabi no Zóleí); Kazue 1985
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of wabicha, such as Shukô's Kokoro no Fumi. Jô-ô's wøåi ideal he
enters from llabi no Fumi,but illustrates it with numelous examples from Sôgi's
poetry as well as examples from Yamanoue Sôiiki.In Rikyû's legacy of Tea,

teachings

Hirota emphasises the meaning of Zenand focuses mainly on the Zencharolat and
Nanpôroku. In the end, he focuses our attention on the Pure Land Buddhist
perspective for the study of Rikyû and gives numerous examples from different
classics from Riþû lchimai Kishômon to Nishida Kitarô. Hirota's study is
thorough and has excellent notes on certain documents containing valuable information. In masterly choice of words in Hirota's translations show that he is also
well-schooled in Western philosophy and religious ideas.
Yanagi Sôetsu studies the idea of wabi in his book, The Unløown Crafsman:
A Japanese Insight into Beauty (1989), mainly from a craftsman's point of view,

carrying a strong Buddhist tone. For Yanagi, the beauty in folk-crafu occurs
accidentally through the other strength (tariki'¡, such as Korean or Song China
pottery. Yanagi does not agfee with Okakura or Hisamatsu on the nature of
imperfect beauty. For him the beauty in chadô is like the Buddhist idea of beauty:
being freed from the dualrty of perfect and imperfect. Fufher, Yanagi considers
the word wabi to be a term of the literati and claims that the idea cannot be
demonstrated in a physical sense; it must be conveyed by the formless spirit. The
full comprehension of the idea of wabi would be too much to ask of all people
and, therefore he explains waåi using the related tetm shibuí ('austere', 'subdued',

'restrained') which is used in the daily vocabulary of the common people.e3
Yanagi's ideas on the nature of Japanese beauty aJe very interesting, though I
think his idea of wabi is very different from the concept of wabi in classical
literature or ín chadfl the focus of this study. Apparently being aware of this,
Yanagi chooses not to use the term wabi but prefers the term shibui instead which
is well-suited to his idea of beauty in crafts.
Narugawa Takeo (19S3) studies the concept of wabi in his book called Sen no
Rikyû: cha no Bigakuthrough the Great Tea Masters Shukô, Jô-ô and Riþrû. He
studies the moral-philosophical teachings of these three Tea masters and discusses
the styles of Tea and the sense of beauty in Tea. Narugawa seems to use the word

wabicha, wabi style of Te4 which is simila¡ to the concept of chadô in this study,
describing the art and the philosophy of Tea in general'
Yoshimura Teiji approaches the concept of wabi in wabi no zôlæi (1984)
from its origins in poetry, to Shukô, Jô-ô and finally to Rikyû. The focus of his
study is in concrete examples of tea-rooms, lokonoma, and roii and the expressions of wabi in them, based on his personal impressions and experiences with
Tea. Yoshimura underlines that he intends to show wltat wabi is in concrete
9l
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objects, because for him wabi is not a philosophical idea. Yoshimura's statements
on the natu¡e of wabi conüadict each other; he continues and explains that
'before becoming a philosophical concept it was used to refer to concrete facts in
things.ea This is a difficult dilemma in Yoshimu¡a's study: he denies thatwabi is a
philosophical concept and yet confirms it. Yoshimura writes that the idea of wabi
in Tea cannot be taken as a philosophical notion nor as an expression of emotions,
because notions do not have a form. But wabitøs a form, as described in Fujiwara
Teika's poem "miwataseba...". when this kind of waåi, which could be expressed
in concrete terms, was abstracted and subsequently again explained in conc¡ete
terms, we end up with the problem of whether this is still wabi.es

Yoshimura's study is not theo¡etical it is about the expressions of wabi in
concrete objects and forms based on the notion of the hean (kolcoro) and intuition.
Yoshimura's statement that wabi expressed concrete things or forms before becoming a philosophical concept differs from the notion of wabí developed in this

-

study. For example, by studying tle use of wabi in classical poetry (section 5.1)
we find the opposite: wabi w¿ls a very ambiguous term expressing one's deep
emotions rather than a specific describing something concrete. It seems more likely that wabí got its form (wabi was used to express specific aesthetic values in objects and in Tea in general) after becoming a term of chadô (see chapters 4 and 5).
Kazue Kyôichi also approaches wabi from the point of view of the Great Tea

Masters shukô, Jô-ô and Rilqrû¡ in his book called lrabi: Iïabícha no Keifu
(1973). He explains the beauty in shukô's Tea as'cold and withered', Jô-ô's beauty
as wabisulci and Rikyû's Tea being 'an ideal wabicha' (wabi style of Tea). In the
last chapter he discusses the moralistic and aesthetic values of chanoyu. As in this
study, Kazue does not speak about'Shukõ's wabf, but about Shukô's idea of
beauty in Tea. According to Kazue, both waåi and saåi are Japanese ideas of
beauty which are difficult even for modem Japanese to understand and explain.
Kazue thinks that no other word would be more ambiguous in meaning thanwabi
and it is impossible to explain in other words. The philosophical roots of wabi lie
in the wabi style of Tea, þôan no wabi cha / 'wabi style of Tea of the thatched
hut'), and tlnough understanding the spiritual and moral history oî chanoyu it
becomes possible to understand wabi as aesthetics.eó
In the book called It'abi (1971), Mizuo Hiroshi studies first the meanings of
wabi in classical literatu¡e. Secondly, he focuses on the aesthetic values of the
idea of wabi, explonng its development and manifestations in Japanese culture.
Mizuo seems to understand wabi n its traditional sense as being something rough,
humble and even poor, being unlimited and expressing the etemal beauty of na94
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to Mizuo, the concept of wabi has developed from the idea of
waåi mind(heart),wabikol<oro,to the concrete cha¡acte¡istics of the sense of vaåi
in objects, then to wabi tn aesthetic practice. The concept has evolved from
philosophy to aesthetics, from the idea of naturalness to artificiality, from freedom

ture.eT According

to the intentional, and from Jô-ô to Rikyû.e8 In a sense similar to Mizuo, I would
rather see the development of wabi as an evolution: in classical literatwe wabi
was used to express a cefain sentiment or mood (kakoro), then, after becoming a
term of chadô, it acquired more philosophical and aesthetic meanings, which are
closely related and dependent upon one another, as they both evolved quite simultaneously in chadô.I would rather describe wabi as developing from formal to
informal, from artificial to natural, from philosophy (Shukô) to aesthetics (Jô-ô),
and frnally to RilgrCr. He combined these two wabi as a philosophical and an aesthetic concept and sought absolute freedom in both of these respects. After Riþû,
chadô became more artificial and, perhaps, more superficial. Mizuo considers r.vaåi
as a deeply religious-moralistic concept occurring in the state of enlightenment,
but leaves this statement open to closer study. The central theme in Mizuo's study
is that the idea of wabi is an expression of naturalness and. shibumi (astringent,
sober) in Tea, and in this respect he approaches Yanagi's idea of wabi.ee
Suzuki Daisetsu has also approached chadô and the concept of wabi n Zen
and Japanese Culture (1988). He writes that chadô is not just tea-drinking, but
cultivates what might be called "psychosphere", or the inner field of consciousness. According to Suzuki, chadô is based on the idea of poverty and emptiness,
and therefore wabi is nothing more than aesthetic appreciation of absolute poverty.l00 For Suzuki the spirit of Tea is 'being alone' which he explains through
poems by Teika and Ieøka (Section 5.2). He studies the spirit of Tea by focusing
on the four principles of: harmony (wa), reverence (kni), purity (sei), and tranquillity (jaht).The first two he explains as being social or ethical, the third
physicat and psychological, and the fourth spiritual or metaphysical. Suzuki
explains the sense and style of Rikyû and the other Tea men with anecdotes (see
Section 4.5 in this study). The four principles Suzuki uses to explain the nature of
Tea are not used in this study because their origin cannot be proven. As shall be
shown later in this study, the central ideas in Tea a¡e repeated several times in
different classics. However, these four principles cannot be found in any of the
Tea-related classical sources used for this study, which leads us to suppose that
they have been taken into use quite recently to explain the Heart (kokaro) of
Tea.lol
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I.4. OUTLINE OF TIIE STUDY
In chapter 2, wabi as philosophy is studied through examples from Tea-related
classical literature, and based on these observations the classification's of wabi as
a philosophical concept a¡e introduced. Next, the philosophical aspect of wabi in
chadô is studied through the Great Tea Masters Jô-ô and Rikyû. This study
focuses on Jô-ô's impact on the development of the wabi style of Tea, which is
based on shukô's Tea and brought to its culmination later by Rikyû. For a deeper

understanding of Jô-ô's idea of wabi and its related philosophy, it is considered
essential to study Fujiwara Teikas Eigataigai and Shukô's Kokoro no Fumi:

Eigutaigai because it is said in the classics that after listening to Sanetaka's lecture
on Eígataigai, Jô-ô understood the true meaning of Tea; shukô's Kokoro no Fumi
is essential because he was the 'old Master of Tea' for Jô-ô even though Jô-ô did
not study directly under his guidance but under his disciples. Combining these two
sources and explaining Jô-ô's wabi as a philosophical concept through them is the

new approach of this study to the subject. In part three, Rikyûr's philosophy of
wabí ís introduced. The main soruces for discussion arc Nanpôroht and Yamanoue sôjiki. Rikyû's philosophical background for the idea of wabi is more influenced by zen Buddhism. He, too, respected the works and studies of the old
masters of Tea but he kept a distance from them in order to create something of
his own. In a philosophical sense, his aim was to become free from all obstructions in order to attain the highest state of th j hea¡t i.e., absolute naturalness.
The first two sections of the research focus on wabi as a philosophical concept. Thereafter, concrete and visible fonns of wabi are studied by introducing a

l0l

The following studies concern ng chado in general which were available for this study have
been examined: James Henry II Holland, Allusion, Performance, and Status: The Social and
Aesthetic lhrld of Elite Practitioners of the Japanese Tea Ceremony (1997); Jennifer L.
Anderson, An Introduclion to Japanese Tea Ritual (1991), and Julia Nakano-Holmes, Fnrzfa
Oribe: Iconoclas¿ic Guardian of Chanoyu Tradition (1995). Unfortunately, I could not get
the dissertation called The Tea Cult in Hßtory (1985) by Robert W. Kramer, though this
book might have been a great help in this study because Kramer hæ discussed the teachings
of Nanpóroku and several other educational texts in his dissertation. Generally speaking, the
approach ofthe above-mentioned studies is very different from that introduced here. They
focus on the ethnographic, anthropological or historical accounts of chadô, rather than
emphasising philosophical and aesthetic aspects of Tea based on the primary sourcæs, i.e.,
Tea-related classics. Therefore, these studies could not provide the desired information on
the concept of wabi n chadô even though they certainly provide valuable information for
the specialist in the fields of anthropology, ethnography and history. And the following
studies in the field a¡e also noted as existing, even though they are not used in this study:
Barbara Mori, Àmericans Sndying the Traditional Japanese Art of Tea Ceremony (1992);
Barbara Mori, Chadô (Iea Ceremony) in Japan and in Hawaii: A Symbolic Intractionist
Analysis of Intra- and Cross-cahural Transmßsio4 Adaptation and Change (1988); Brenda
Murphy, Japanese Artistic Aesthetics in a Non-Japanese Mode: Chanoyu into lüestern
Music (1993).
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set of characteristics of wabi as an aesthetic concept. Through examples ûom
classical sources, wabi n the tea utensils, tea-house and the roji path is studied.
Using tea diaries (chakaikí), Jô-ô's as well as Rikyû's sense of wabi in the tea
utensils, tea-rooms, and the roji path is discussed. In Chapter 5, the use of the
word wabi in classical poetry (before the term chadô was associated with it) is
presented as an introduction. The poem, "miwataseba..." by Fujiwara Teika and
the poem "ltana o nomi-." by Fujiwara Ietaka are interpreted for the metaphoric
meanings refening to wabi they contain. Nanpôroht states that these poems
represent Tea Master Jô-ô's and Tea Master Rilcyû's concept of wabí.t02 However,
the word wabi is not used in these poems. The philosophical aspects and concrete
characteristics of wabi a¡e combined and Jô-ô's waåi and Rikyû's wabi are
compared using Teika's and letaka's poems. The discussion of differences in thei¡
philosophies and concrete forms of waåi is also based on these poems.

Finally,I examine the question of whether more than one form of w¿åi beauty exists, beyond the sense of rough beauty as wabi is understood in previous
studies. By comparing Jô-ô's and Rikyû's concept of wabi, it can shown that at
least two forms of waåi exist: the austere and the luxr¡rious. But, a closer examina-

tion shows that there exist even more forms of wabi. Wabi also contains the
beauty of 'chill calmness', such as the image of the sunset in the late autumn, or
the beauty of 'delicate gentleness' hiding vitality, such as the image of the young
green sprouts in early spring trying to find a way through the snow. The beauty of
chill and withered, such as the image of the black tee branches in mid-winter is
yet another aspect of wabi. This study also addresses the questions: Where did
these different forms of wabi come from?, How did they develop? and IVhy was
the particular concept of wabi in its aesthetic and philosophical meanings associated with chadô, even though it does not exist in classical poety and literature?

1.5. METHOD AI{D MATERIALS OF THE STUDY
The primary source material for this study is Chadô Koten Zenshú ('Complete
Collection of Tea Classics', published by Tankôsha in 1956). In addition, other
literary sources are used to clarify the ideas in the citations analysed. Unfortunately, the original books of the classics were not available. Therefore, this study
relies on the available editions of the original works (such as Chadô Koten
Zenshi)- Some texts used in this study appeax in English for the first time. The
study also uses unpublished manuscripts of Yamanoue Sôjiki.

The selection of classical texts was made based on their sha¡ed, similar or
closely related contents. For example, explanations of wabi as a philosophical

lo2 Nanpôroþp.16.
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concept or descriptions of its aesthetic values appear in the texts most frequently.
Ce¡tain selected texts illustratingwabi as a philosophical concept (Section 2.1) are
exceptions. only a few such texts exist, but they were written by highly educated
Tea practitioners who were also very well aware of the poetic terms and discus-

sion of that time as well as being familia¡ with Zen, leading us to the conclusion
that in these text's every word counts and nothing can be overlooked. Consequently, the chosen texts are studied extensively and thoroughly; they a¡e collated and
analysed during this research project. The primary concem of this study is not to
establish a definite textual tradition ofTea classics, nor to engage in a discussion

of their historical significance or traditions of interpretation. As an investigation of
the philosophical and aesthetic ideas expressed in these texts, the study focuses

primarily on the actual content of the discussed sources. The anatysis is based on
these selected original texts as such, üanslated in connection with the study, drawing on empirical studies, and on experience in Tea

1.5.1. Classical Sources
1.5.1.1. Nanpôroku
Researchers do not know very much about the history of Nanpôroht, but Suzuki
Daisetsu emphasises the meaning of it saying that Nanpôrolcr is "the most impor-

tant, almost sacred, textbook on the Art of Teatrlo3 Nanpôroht is said to have
been written by Nanpô Sôkei who was the head priest of Shû,unan rn Nansôji
temple. There is no definite infomration indicating whether a person called Nanpo
Sôkei ever lived (nor was there any mention of Sôkei in the classical texts used in

this study, except in Nanpôrolw). Apparently Sôkei was a disciple of Rikyt
(1522-1591) who wrote down what he heard and saw while studying Tea under
Rikyû. Nanpôroht contains seven chapters altogether, yet the original texts written by Sôkei have not been found. The last, the seventh chapter of Nanpôrola4
was completed on the twenty-eight day of the second month in 1593, two years
after Riþrû's death.re

The oldest copy of Nanpôroht is by Tachib¿¡E Jilsrzen (1655-1708) from
Hakata city, Kyûshû island. In the autumn

of 1686 on the way to Edo, he was told
that there was a peßon in Kyôto who had five books of Riþrû's secret teachings.
He managed to copy these five books by December of the same year. He frnished
copying the last two of the total of seven books by the twenty-second day of the
first month of 1690.10s Hisamatsu is very firm in his opinion that the nane of the

lo3 Suzuki 1988, p.2E3.
r04 Hisamatsu 1956, pp. 455456,45g,461462.
105 Hisamatsu 1956, pp. 456463.See

also

Hiroø 1995, pp.215-216.
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"Reco¡ds
book, Nanpôrolcu, should be written with the Chinese cha¡acters
meaning
into
which
change
the
with
the
characters
the
South",
not
from
ffitbffi
"Records of Nanpô (Sôkei)".106 Hirota states that the latter spelling is sometimes

used in copies post-dating Jitsuzan's copy of Nanpôroht. According to Hirota,
the present name Nanpôrofu (ffifift) "Records from the South" was given by
Jitsuzan's Zen master Kogu of Shôfuhtji temple in HakatA and that the name has
connections with the Chinese classic Scripture of Tea Chalcyô (# /Æ), by the
Tang dynasty poet called Riku'u (EE ¡¡).10? The connection between Chaþô arñ
Nanpôroht can be read from the very first line of the book, in which it says that
tea is a wonderfi¡l plant and it comes from the Southem countries (# å V t i t>

ø

ttËË

t¿

('

Èð

Hf c &) ó).'o'

Nanpôroht consists of seven books (chapters): 1) Oboegaki (Memorandum),
2) Kai (Tea gatherings hosted by Rikyûr), 3\ Tana (About using shelves),4) Shoin
(About the formal [a¡gel tea-room), 5) Daisu (The shelf used in the formal way of
preparing tea), 6) Sumibiki ('Brushed over with ink': Detailed rules of Tea), and
7) Metsugo (After the death; words of Ribô written down after his death). The
first four books contain Riþrûr's sign (shomei) indicating that he has conoborated
the writings. The frfth book, Daisu, similar to the first for:r books, has Rikyû's
sign but also contains his own autograph. The sixth one, Sumibiki, does not have
Rikyû's sign because Rilqrir was against saving this book. He brushed over the
book with ink before handing it back to Sôkei. The reason for this was that the
book contained a secret transmission and was too detailed in information. Still
this book is considered, without any doubt, to be one of the original books of the
Nanpôroht. Hirotaroe writes that all of the first six books have Riþrû's seal (sign),
even the book Srmiåilc¡. The seventh book, Metsugo, does not have Riþrir's sign

tb¡ee years after Ri\ô's death (1593).ln Nanpôroht,
Sôkei says that he was weeping while writing this last chapter,lro which apparently shows how closely he was associated with Rilqrû. In addition to these seven
books, two reference books have been accepted as part of Nanpôro,&u. These
reference books a¡e called: Hiden (secret transmission) and Tsuika (addition,

because Sôkei finished

it

supplement), and they were written by Jitsuzan's disciple Meisetsu (d- 1745).
Sometimes even more than nine books (the original seven books and the two
reference books) a¡e included in Nanpôrolar, but because the reference books were
written more than a hundred years afrer Riþrû's death, the problem of validity

¡oó
l07
lo8
loe

llo

Hisamatsu 1956, p.456.

Hirota 1995, p. 3ó1, note 124.
chakyô, p.3.
Hirota 1995, p.215.
Nanpôroku, p.323.
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arises.rrrThe two reference books written
version of Nanpôroku used in this study.ttz

by Meisetsu rvere included in

the

1.5.1.2. Zencharoku

zencharolu (Records of zen and rea), published in l82g in Tôkyô, is said to be
the work of Jakuan sôtaku. It contains altogether ten books: l) cha wa zendô o
Mune to suru Koto (The true meaning of Tea lies in the 'way of zen),2) chaji
shugô no Koto (Tea as a way of spiritual Training), 3) chai no Koto (The spirit
of Tea), 4) chaki no Koto (Tea utensils),5) wabi no Koto (ÍTabi),6) Henka no
Koto (The meaning of changes), 7) suki no Koto (,suÈÐ, B) Roji no Koto (¡Rojr), 9)
Taiyû no Koto (The subst¿nce [essence] and the phenomenon
[action, function]),

l0) Muhinshu no Cha no Koto (Tea of No-guest and No-host).
At the beginning of zenchsroår¡, it states that it is written by "Jakuan sôtaku
from Tôkyô".1¡3 According to shibayama Zenkei, Jakuan seems to have been a
Zen monk associated with the Daitolují temple in Kyôto.il+ Shibayama has
studied the historical records of Daitolarji, but could not find any mention of
Jakuan. The same year Zencharolu was published, sen sôtan's (157g-1659)
work Cha Zen Dôichimi (Tea and Zen have the same taste) was also published.r15
Sôtan's work has only five chapters, but the titles are almost identicat with chapters l, 2,3,4, and I of Jakuan's zencharoht, and the content is the same. The
similarities between these two works have raised the question of which one of
them was written first. If Cha Zen Dôichimi was written first, then it is possible
that Jakuan used it and wrote five more chapters of his own. rf Zencharo,tz was
written first, then sôtan, or somebody else under sôtan's name, chose those five
chapters from the zencharolat and compiled them to pubtish a special edition.
According to shibayam4 it is not possible to give a definite answer to this question at tÌre moment.tt6 This speculation on the origins or zencharolcz is not
relevant to this study. It is enough to know that the contents of Zencharoku and
the Cha Zen Dôichími are simila¡ and the said five chapters of Cha Zen Dôichimi
can be found in Zencharoht, too, under a different book title.

ll
I

I

12

ll3
ll4

Hisamatsu 195ó, pp. 458, 460-461.

For details about the origins and history of the Nanpöroku, see Hisamatsu 195ó, pp. 45g5 ; Hirota I 995, pp. 2l 5 -217, 361 -3 62, and nores lZ4- 126.

47

Zencharoku: Cha wa zendô o mune to suru koto, Cl(Z 10,p,279.
Shibayama 1956. For detailed information about kncharo&a, see Shibayama 1956 and
Hirotâ 1995, pp. 261-262.

ll5 Shibayama
ró Shibayama

I

1956, p.318.
1956, p. 312-314.
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The letter called Wabi no Fumi is generally believed to have been written by Jô-ô
(1502-1555). Toda Katsuhisa says that Jô-ô wrote lílabi no Fumi in 1555, just
before his death, and that he left this letter to his disciple Rikyû (1522-1591) as a
last precept fo¡ the Way of Tea.rrT According to Kuwata, Wabi no Fumi was
written on the fifth day of the tenth month by Daikokuan (alias Jô-ô), and it was
addressed to Sôeki (alias of Riky'û).r18

Jô-ô's letter on wabi starts with the definition of the word waåi. Then he
explains the meaning of a wabi style of life or wabí style of chadô. Jô-ô emphasises the philosophical concept of the mind(heart), kokaro. Next he gives a concrete example of the wabi style of life and states that the roots of the idea of wabi
lie in the deity Amaterasu Ômika-i, who was the finest Tea practitioner in the
world. Then he continues by explaining the tea utensils and thei¡ use. Jô-ô ends
his letter of philosophical pondering with the diflicuþ of explaining the concept

wabi inconcrete terms, and states that "a person who has not found one's essential
self carurot grasp it [the true meaning of wabilJtte

The same text is also included in the book called SekíshúryÎ Hiii Gokaiþ.tzo
Kuwata states that llabi no Fumi was probably written by someone other than
Jô-ô, and ttrat this person has interpreted Jô-ô's idea of the Way of Tea very well.
Hirota concurs with Kuwata's opinion ttøt Wabi no Fumi is almost certainly not
the work of Jô-ô. He bases this on stylistic criteria: Jô-ô was also a great poet, but
Wabi no Fumí lacks incisiveness. Hirota reminds us, that since the
the text

h

teachings of Tea were transmitted orally, the letter might have been recorded by a

later practitioner of Tea.t2t Despite all this speculation about the origins of the
text, Hirota finds similarities in this letter and the other information conceming
Jõ-õ. Wabi no fumi is generally known as a work of Jô-ô, but Katagiri sekishù
(1556-1615) is also mentioned as a possible author of the work.l22 Still, this is all
speculation. The fact is that we do not know exactly who wrote [labi no FumL
The classical sources used here call the book the Jô-ô Wabi no Fumi, and this
name is also used in this study. The purPose of this study is not to try to find an
I

17

I

l8
re

I

20

I

l2l
t22

Toda 1993-94, part l, p. 2. Toda also studies other alternatives concerning the authorship
this book. For detailed information, see ibid- pp.2'3.

of

Kuwata 1956b.

I

Jô-ô Wabi no Fumi, p. l8:
*Ml ø /¡ È À lÈ + lË .À zl'
alternative translation, see Hirota 1995, p' 209.
The origin of this book is unknown. See Toda I 993-94, part I , p. 2'

fi

ia EI F.

For the other

Hirota 1995, p.207.
Genshoku Chadô Daijiten, s.v. llabi no Fumi and Katagiri Sekishtû. tn the bibliographical
notes to Sekishti Sanbyakukajö, Izuyama (1956, p. 352) writes that Sekisht wrotethe llabi
no Fumi

in

1661.
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answer to the question conceming the originality of these sou¡ces, but rather
to
of wabithey present.r23

examine the philosophical ideas

1.5.1.4. Yamanoue Sôjfü
Yamanoue sôjiki is a diary of the Tea mastff yamanoue sôji (1544-1590) who
was said to be one of the leading disciples of Rib¡i¡. sôji lived in the southern
mountains of the city of sakai, and therefore he was e.alledyamanoue,,onthe top

of the mountain'. The book Yamanoue sôjíki was completed in l5ggt2a and is saià
to be one of the most reliable books on Riþû's Tea w¡itten during the time when
he was still alive. The first mention of yamanoue Sôji is found in Tsuda Sôlvû
chanoyu Nikki, rn Eirolu eleventh year (1568), and after that his name is mentioned frequently. Yamanoue Sôji writes in his diary that he studied under Rikyû
for almost twenty years,l2s and upon Riþû's recommendation he also became
Hideyoshi's Tea advisor (sadô). one of the well-known manuscripts of yamanoue
Sôjiki is Chakimeibutsushû, which is dated l5B8 second month twenty-seventh
day, and is also used for this study.r26 Two unpublished manuscripts of yamanoue
Sôiild, one named Fushinan Yamanoue Sôjikí ndthe other Sonlæitøku Yamanoue
Sôiiki are also used in this study in order to show differences between various
versions ofthe book.

The importance of Yamanoue Sôjíki lies in the fact that it contains secret
teachings of shukô, Insetsu, Jô-ô and Rikyû. It is a historical document which
introduces shukô's style of Tea, provides valuable information on the famed
utensils, and elucidates the essence of the spiritual side of Tea some of the parts
Yamanoue sôjíki were supposedly replenished by Jô-ô and Riþrû, such as

of

Chanoyusha Kahtgo Jíttei (Tenpoints of attention for the practitioners of Tea). It
also contains comments by Sôji himself, found in Shukô Isshi Molcurolrz (Shukô's

one page catalogue).I2i

sôji wrote this book

especially

for beginners, not for

advanced Tea students.l2E

t23

The book./ôó \labi no Fami canbe read either in its philosophical or, as Toda docs, in its
concrete meanings (see Toda 1993-94). In this section, the philosophical meaning ofthe text
is focused on.

124

tzs

Yamanoue Sôjiki, pp.

l0ó, I lO. The present copy has two dates: one is Tenshôseventeenth
year (1589) second month and the other is Tenshö sb<teenth year (1588) sfuigørsa (fint
month) twenty-first day.
Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 53.

126 Kuwata 1956a pp.
ll7-122. Kuwata also
Söjiki not used here.

127 Kuwata 1956a pp.

t28

Yamanoue Sôjiki,

124-125.

pp. 122-126.

introduces two other manuscripts

of

Yamanoue
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The book contains an introduction which records that the tradition of Tea was
handed down from Shukô to Sôjq Insetsu, Jô-ô and to Rilqú, and to Riþrû's
disciple Sôji. This is followed by a list of the famous tea utensils, which also
includes one special category of wabi hanaire, wabi style flower vases. This
catalogue of the tea utensils is generally considered part of the original core of
Sôji's record.l2e After that comes 'Ten points of attention for the practitioners of
Ted (Chanoyusha Kahtgo Jittei) and 'Ten ñuther points of attention' (Mata Jittei).
The latter part of the diary contains rema¡ks on chadô in general, and notes about
the Tea practitioners and the tea-rooms.

1.5.1.5. Other classical sources used

In addition to the above-mentioned classical sources, several othe¡ sources from
the Chadô Koten Zenshú are used, such as:

Genryûchawa written by Yabunouchi Chikushin (1678-1745), which was
meant to be an introductory book of Tea for beginners. This book transmits the
Rikyû style of Tea. Sugiki Fusai Densho was written by Sugiki Fusai (1628-1706)
who started his Tea studies at the age of fifreen under Sôtan (1578-1658), Riþú's
grandson. Fusai studiedZen at Daitoh$i temple in Kyôto and was famous for his
waåi tea-scoops (chashoÈz). He was also a productive writer.r30 Chøwashigetsusåú was published in 1701, but it is generally accepted as being the work of Sôtan.
Sôtan wrote down stories (anecdotes) about Rikyû which were compiled into the

book called Chawashigetsushû. Sôtan's anecdotes on Rikyir give a vivid picture
the Tea master as teacher and practitioner.

of

n

1626, is a book in three parts: rules for the host and
Sôjinboku, published
guests, about preparing Tea (temae), and displaying utensils on the daisu shelf.
The author of the book in unknown. The fust two parts a¡e said to transmit Furuta
Oribe's (1544-1615) style of Tea (this fact provides a connection to Rikyû because
Oribe was one of the seven disciples of Riþrû), and the third section is related to
the wa¡rior style of Tea inthe Muromacåi period. Chôandôki was written by Kubo

Gondayû, a wabi Tea man from Na¡a whose Tea name was Chôandô. He lived
from 1571-1640, leaving his diary, Chôandôki, as a legacy for his descendants.
The first copy was made in 174g.trt
Chanoyu lchieishût3z was written by

Ii Naosuke (1S15-1860) who was also a

skillful politician and central figure in opening Japan and settling the treaty
t2e
130

l3l
t32

of

Hirota 1995, p. 200.
For further information about the booh see Sua¡ki Hanza 1956, pp. 187-196.
Genshoku Chadô Daijiten, s.v. Kubo Gondayti and Ch,ôandôki. For fi¡rther information, see

Satô 1956, pp.385-394.
For more information, see

Fuji 1956; Plutschow

1986, pp. t88-190.
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friendship and trade between Japan and the united States of America. Naosuke
was serving as an Elder in the military government and was also a signer of this
treaty on the Japanese side (even though the results ofthese treaties were not so
successful). He was assassinated at the age of fony-six by Satsumaclansmen who
opposed the treaties. In his book, Naosuke teaches thatchanoyu is notjust a form
of art studied on certain occasions but it affects every moment of one's life. He
calls Tea a skill of mastering one's heart. The book contains deep philosophical
teachings on Tea as well as concrete advice on how to life one's live as a man of
Tea. It includes instructions on how to clean the roji path or tea-room, how to
combine tea utensils, how the cha¡coal is to be arranged during the tea gathering.
Naosuke sEesses the idea of "once in a lifetime": that every moment in Tea and

in life as well, is unique and happens only once. Therefore, every moment is

a

moment for cultivating one's mind(heart).

The book called r/osoknwa chanoyu no shor3} contains the teachings of
Hosokawa sansai (1563-1645), who was also a well-known warrior and poet. He
was one of the seven disciples of Rikyû and the author of several literary works.
The book was published in 1668 and it is composed of tb¡ee chapters: about preparing Tea, choosing utensils for the gathering (toriawase), and about guest
manners and utensils. The book was completed by Sansai's disciple, Ichio lori
(1602-1689) and is based on the notes he made while studying under sansai. The
last of my sor¡rces is a book called Senrin, whose author is unknown, dated 1612.
The most important tea dia¡ies used in this study are Tennôjiya Kaiki (ls4g1590), which was kept by the Tsuda family from sakai, and Matsuya Kaiki (15331650), which was kept by the Matsuya family from Nara. These 'tea diaries',
among others, are used later in this study to explain the Great Tea Masters Jô-ô's
and Riþrû's senses of Tea. some other classical sources, such as Ryôjinhishô,
shôdôlca and Keitoht Dentôroht are used in this study to clarift the meaning of
the subjects discussed. Ryôjinhishô is a collection of verses from the end of the
l2th century; most of them are about travelling. shôdôks (EÉË tr) was originally
a chinese book of long songs (poems) from the Tang dynasty that is said to be the
work of Yôka Genkaku (zl H !H).t34 Keitotu Dentôroht (R ffi E tT ffi) was
originally Chinese. It was compiled in 1004 and belongs to the Zen tradition of
Chinese Buddhist literature. Other sources used are mentioned in the sections
below.

133 For ft¡rther information on the
book, see lguchi t956.
134 lt contains Zen-related songs
that are important especialty for the Só¡ó school of Zen in
Japan. It is noted that the trâdition of Tea is usually related to Rinzai Zen, but this source is
cited to illustrate that ideas simila¡ to those in chadô were also recognised by the literati and
cultured persons having no direct connection with Tea.
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1.5.2. Translations

All

translations from Japanese into English a¡e mine when not indicated otherwise. The most important quoted translations used are by Dennis Hirota who has
translated many Tea-related classical texts which are compiled in the book W¡nd
ín the Pines: Classíc Ílritings of the llay of Tea as a Buddhist Path (1995).
Hirota's translation has been a g¡eat help in interpreting the classical texts. It is
also realised that the kind of detailed study needed for a dissefation is not always

a fair use of his translations, considering that Hirota's texts are edited for

a

smoothly readable style for the general public, not addressed specifically to the
specialist.
Sometimes

it is difficult to find exactly the right word for a purely Japanese

term, and therefore, classical texts do not always have only one correct translation.
When necessary, an altemative translation is given in parenthesis. Consequently,
the text may be cumbersome to read and understand, but it is hoped that these
altemative expressions clariff the meaning of the terms. First the üanslation by
the author is given in as literal a form as possible. Next, o*rer researchers' opinions and translations ofthe cited passage a¡e introduced and discussed in order to
show alternative interpretation's. After that, I shall explain and analyse the key
terms from the cited classical text and its translation in more detail. The translations and interpretations by the author are not the only ones possible. It is not
claimed that they present the only co¡rect interpretation. They present my point of
view on the subject in this context and at this point in time.

1.5.3. Main Japanese Terms Used
One Japanese term ûrat occurs a number of times in this study is chadô (the Way
of Tea). However, in the Tea-related classics the term chanoyu ('tea and hot water'

or 'hot water of tea') is often used instead. Kurasawa explains chadô as being part
of chanoyu. The word chanoyu has been used since the 16th century (late Muromachi period) and it incorporates the practical aspects of Tea such as preparing
tea and the customs related to the drinking and serving of it. Chadô also has the
same meaning as the word chanoyu, yet it has a deep spiritual þhilosophical)
meaning as well. According to Kurasaw4 chadô has two meanings: one meaning
is chanoyu, the way and manners of serving and drinking tea (Tea as an art) in
order to reach a deeper and higher state of mind. He calls this a Way from Tea to
Heart. But. there is another Way from this deeper and higher state of mind back to
the Tea, which he calls a Way from Heart to Tea.l3s The latter underlines the
135 Kurasawa 1988, pp. 2lO-212.
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importance of the philosophical aspects of Tea. The word chadô is today
more
commonly used than the word chanoyu. Therefore, this study assumes that the
word chadô contains both these meanings; the original meaning Tea as an Art
(chanoyu) and Tea as a way (chadô),the latter one emphasising the philosophical
aspects ofTea. The word chadô is used when the concept ofTea is studied generally, not connected to the cited passage. The word chanoyu, if mentioned in the
cited passage, is used also in the interpretation and explanation ofthe passage to
maintain the coherence of the text. The meaning of wabichadô differs from chadô,
so that chadô is a general term describing the philosophy and the art of rea
whereas wabichadô emphasises the wabi style of Tea practised in a small, humble
hut with a modest anitude and with a special state of mind (chapter 2).
If the word lea occurs in the text with a capital letter it refers to the Way of
Tea conveying aesthetic and philosophical aspects to be separated from the nonnal

drinking of tea. The English translation, "Tea ceremony", for chadô or chanoyu,
used frequently in previous studies, is not preferred in this study because it is too
suggestive of a religious rite, a ceremony, which Te4 after all, is not. Tea is not a
ceremony held for the guests but once-in-a-lifetime occasion to enjoy good company and beautiful pieces of art together with food a¡rd an excellent cup of tea.
Furthermore, to be able to enjoy all this in all respects, one should possess a
certain state of mind in order to 'see beauty' or in order to be a connoisseur of the
Art of rea knowing calligraphy, flowers, ceramics, lacquer work and gardening,
among other a¡ts.

The word wabi is used as zuch without translation. In the classics, the most
common way of writing it is using the chinese characters {t and ,ft, or it is
written twth hiragana syllables: b û (see more in details, section 5.1.1). The
dictionary meaning of wabi refers to 'the quiet taste without any luxury or adornment', 'enjoying a tranquil and peaceful life', or a specific concept n chadô and,
in poetry. wabi means also 'being discouraged or dishea¡tened', 'disappoinûnent',
'despair', 'loss of hope', 'a broken heart', having a ha¡d time', or'to think bitterly on
things'.

The meaning of the word kokaro (,1.) difiers depending on the context: Exa philosophical concepg the word lcakoro is used in the meaning
of 'mind(heart)' indicating the 'soul', 'spirit', or 'the true self' of the human being.
But to explain wabi as an aestfietic concept, the idea of wabi is translated to the

plaining wabi as

'spirit of wabi' or'the sense of wabf in utensils, i.e., the sense and presence of
wabi. Other explanations of the word kokoro are given in parentheses if necessary.
For the concepts describing wabi as philosophy (section 2.3), one dictionary
translation is given. Because the meaning of these terms is not explainable concisely in a few words, the various meanings and nuances these concepts contain
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are explained in the text, and in addition, the Japanese word is used to make the
text clearer and more comprehensible.

conceming the tea utensils, specific names of tea utensils describing the
shape or the methods used to make items, are given in the text in their Japanese
form and explained in the footnotes (see details, section 4.2.1). some other Japanese terms, such as sz&i (Section 4.2.1.3) and roji, Ë ff (Sectiot 4.2.3), meaning
a pathJike garden leading to the tea hut a¡e also used as such and explained in the
text.

1.5.4. On

Writing and Transliteration

western names are given in a western style, with first name followed by sumame,
but Japanese names are given in the Japanese style, sumame first and then the
given name (e.g. Abe Masao). The historicat p€rsons, such as Jôs and Riþrû are
called by their Buddhist names as they are known at present without the family
name or common names (birth names). Romanized Japanese words are given in
the Hepbum system: an aposûophe is used when a syllable break occws (if there
is a possibility of misreading), and long vowels are shown with a circumflex (^).

one exception is the writing of Jô-ô: here a dash is used instead of an apostrophe
for the readabilþ of the word (see e.g., the genitive form: Jô'ô's and Jô-ô's). In the
text the Great Tea Masters with capital letters refer to Shukô, Jô-ô and Rikyir.
Otherwise it means the masters of Tea in general.
The chinese names and words are given, without exception, in their Japanese
spelling and the Chinese cha¡acters are given in parentheses after the word. This
is done because the Chinese transliteration system varies so much in different
studies. Some Chinese classics which already have an established translation for
the name in English, such as the Analects, a¡e first introduced in Japanese, with
the chinese cha¡acters in parentheses and followed by the English name. Thereafter only the English name is used.
In the classics, duplication is shown by a vertical line that is slightly cun¿ed
and open to the left and reminiscent of the hiragana cha¡acter ,t¡¡. This kind of
duplication line is used when written in the Japanese style, i.e., vertically from

right to left, but this style of writing was not used in this study for technical
reasons. Therefore, in the cited passages from the classics, duplication is shown
by writing the word two times. Some of the classical texts cited in this study were
written in the so-called kanbun style (classical Chinese) but this style of writing is
not used in this study for technical reasons, and therefore, the words are given in
the same order they appeû in the text. The key terms for the analysis are under-
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lined both in each classical citation as well as in the translation in orde¡ to make it
easier for the reader to follow detailed discussion on the subject.
As a general rule, single quotation marks ('...') a¡e used when I cite my own
translation of the classical text used in this study and double ("...") if other
schola¡s' words are cited. However, if only the English translation is given in the
text without the Japanese citation, I use double quotation marks to show that it is a
citation.

I.6. ON THE TYPES AND MANNERS OF TEA GATIIERINGS
In our time, there are two kinds of tea gatherings: chakai ('tea gathering') and chaji
('tea event'). A chalcai is an informal tea gathering without a koiseki meal. It is
usually comprised of only the serving of thin ta (usutcha), but sometimes a little
lunch box is also served. One difference between the two is that chakais a¡e held
for a large public. A chaji is a fomral tea gathering with a kaiseki meal, followed
by thick tea, thin tea, and a formal procedure of setting charcoal into the fireplace
in front of the guest. This usually takes about fotu hours. Chaji starts when all of
the guests have anived and, after the gathering, they all leave together. More informal chalcais do not have these strict rules: people come and go quite freely.
Next I shall introduce the types and the basic cou¡se of the formal tea gathering
(chaji).
There are more *ran one-hundred-and-forty different ways of preparing tea
furo and ro seasons with all variations), and with each the style of
serving tea o¡ the utensils used vary. The basic sixteen are for beginners, the next
fou¡ a¡e for the advanced students and the most honou¡ed styles ofpreparing tea
are taught after mastering the two lower categories. Sometimes they focus on the
display ofa special or rare tea utensil or incense. There are seven different categories of time when these gatherings may be held during the day: They can be held
during the moming (asa chajfl, noon (shôgo chaji) or in the evening þtobanashi
chaji), depending on the season and the weather. Or, tea gatherings may be held
'after the meal' (hango chajl. They may be 'no-time-tea' gatherings Wi chaji),
meaning a spontaneous gathering which is given on short notice or impulse, or a

(including

'viewing the tracks-gathering' (atomi chaji) whrch is requested by guests having
heard that the tea gathering is being held and wishing to see the utensils used. The

earliest tea gathering is called 'dawn tea' (akatsuki no chaji), which is served at
four a.m.r36 The most basic type is the noon gathering, usually starting at twelve
o'clock.
136 For more in details on different styles and types oftea
t00-106.

gatherings, see Anderson 1991, pp.
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Vy'hen a host invites guests for tea he usually sends an invitation letter to the
first guest, i.e., the main guest, who then invites the accompanied guests (l-3 persons). The main guest replies politely and indicates with whom he is going to
share and enjoy this rare occasion. After ariving, the guests gather together in the
waiting room where some refreshing drinlq water from a famous well, for example, is served in order to sweep away the dust of the road from the guests'
throats. In the tokanoma of the waiting room something suitable for the occasion,
for example, a piece of art, is displaye.d and viewed. After a while the guests are
asked to move to the waiting a¡bour at the roji garden and wait until the host

comes to greet welcome them silently. The host returns to the tea-room, makes the
final preparations and waits for the guests to enter the tea-room. First charcoal is
set into the fireplace (shozumi) and the meal is served (lcaiseki). This is called the

first half of the gathering, shoza, and the room is dimly lit. In the tokonoma therc
is a scroll, usually of Zen proverbs, suitable for the seírson and the occasion. After
the meal's main sweets (omokashi) are served, the guests move back to the waiting
arbour inthe roji to relax their feet and, perhaps, to go to the toilet. Meanwhile the
host prepares the tea-room for tea; he cleans the tatami mats, exchanges flowers
for the scrolls in the tolconoma and takes away the bamboo rattan blind from the
windows, making the tea-¡oom light. After these preparations the host calls the
guests back by striking the gong and the thick tea (koicha) is served followed by
the dry sweets (higashi) and thin tea (usutcha). This is called the second half of
the gathering, goza. After the tea, the tea containers, tea scoop and the bag for the
thick tea container are viewed more closely and thei¡ beauty is admired. During

the first half the discussion in the tea-room is kept to a minimum: the silence is
deep. The sound of the boiling water, the tea scoop clinking on the tea bowl, or
the sound of tea being whisked creates kinds of rhythms in the 'music of silence'.

During the second half the main guest discusses with the host the utensils used,
the meal served, and everything else concerning to the occasion here and now. No
other subjects, such as'how is your family', or'is the business going well'a¡e included in the polite Tea courtesy and manners. The tea gatherings may look very
strict and regulated to beginners, or to those who are not familiar with them, but
actually they'free'the guests to enjoy the gathering when they know what is asked
and when. One is freed from speculation and worrying 'should I ask this or that in
order to be polite'.

Studying Tea is studying courtesy and manners. It also gives an excellent
education on the art utensils used: for example, scrolls, ceramics and lacquer
work. Students should be able to tell where these utensils came from, who has

if they have any poetic names, or what the story behind them is. In
addition to all this 'a¡t education' of Tea studies, Tea practitioners need to study
made them and

how to make sweets and how to prepare a kaiseki meal for the guests. They need
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to tain their skills in using the utensils and food and to be able ûo bring out some
seasonal peculiarities during the gathering. Tea is notjust the preparation tea but a
kind of microcosm of Japanes€ afts, culûrre, and manners.l3?
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I studied Tea at the lJrasenhc school in Kyôto for one year from 1989 to t990. During my
studies at Köbe Universþ fiom 1994 to 1997, I continued my Tca studics atthe Urasenke m
the Saturday-group, called ICI, for the entiro tùrec years. Before retrning to Finland io May
when the new grqen leaves whe¡ç at thcir best, I was able ûo give a 'farswell cløhai' 't¡ the
tca-rcom oî Kôzanji temple in Takao, Kyô!o, for my terchers and füends in Japau. Since
1990 I have introduced Tca in Fínland by making several æa dernonstrations for the Japanese embassy in Finland as well as for the greater public in open eve¡rts. I have also lec¡¡red
on Tea in universities, schools, various academies and on special occasions.

